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Back in the first issue of 2009, we announced a feminist science fiction themed issue
of The Future Fire. This is that issue. As we discussed back then and in the call for
submissions, we are defining “Feminist Science Fiction” as social, political and
speculative fiction which touches on issues or themes of sex, gender, sexuality or
sexual identity. Each of the five stories we publish here is not only beautiful and useful (as we demand) but also crosses boundaries and challenges lazy expectations. We
had so many excellent submissions in the areas specified above that we have decided not to publish them all in a single issue: this month we are publishing five stories that focus on sex and gender, on women’s experiences and the forces that shape
their lives. In a following issue, hopefully within a couple of months, we shall publish a few more stories that focus more on sexuality and gender identity. Stories in
both of these areas will of course appear in TFF in the future, as they are and will
always be part of our remit.
Some may argue that feminism is no longer necessary, that we have gotten rid of
the discrimination and prejudice against which the women's movement was fighting
in the 1960s. This is wrong for so many reasons that I don't know where to start.
One of our favourite writers, Isabel Allende in a TED talk [1] (that is well worth
watching in full), recently argued that the answer is that even if women have equal
treatment in our culture, there are huge swathes of the world in which horrifying and
terrible things still happen to women, legally and sanctioned by their culture (lack of
access to education and family planning, rape, child abuse, domestic violence, torture, mutilation and murder). This is all true, and her message is as important as it is
chilling to hear. But I do not think it is the right answer—or at least not the only answer to this question.
The answer, we would argue, is that women even in the wealthy northern coun(continued on page 44)
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Drown or Die
Therese Arkenberg
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“Marie Kilcannon is here to see you,
ma’am,” her secretary said from the door.
“Send her right in, Tom, thank you.”
Sharon replied without taking her eyes from
the window. The rains that had come the past
week had been heavy, almost as heavy as
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Earth’s, she’d heard, and more of the trees in
the arbor were rusting.
She would have to tell the gardener to
plant more ornamental grasses. They didn’t
have the high iron content of the trees; like
Earth’s grasses, they had incorporated silica
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into their structure instead. The inundation of
water into the atmosphere hadn’t harmed
them nearly so much.
“Sharon?”
Marie stood at the edge of the faux-fur
carpet, her hydration mask hanging in one
hand. Tom should have taken it with the rest
of her suit, Sharon thought—but then she
saw the chapped skin on Marie’s slender
arms.
“You came without a suit,” she said. Not
quite a question.
“It’s not like I walked or anything. The
way up your path isn’t so long, not after a
rain—anyway, I was in a hurry.” A shy
smile.
“I guess I was, too—I told Tom to bring
you right in without giving you any
time...here, let me take that.” She lifted the
mask from Marie’s fingers and set it on the
table.
“Your garden is beautiful this year.”
“Thanks. Keeping it up has been hell.
Terraforming’s really started to affect it. I’m
thinking of putting up a shield.”
“Blocking the moisture out the way our
home-shields lock the moisture in?” Marie’s
lips curled into a soft smile. They weren’t
chapped, but pink and faintly gleaming when
her tongue ran over them. “That’s clever,
Sharon!”
“Thanks.” Marie hadn’t cared so much
about the garden last year, her second summer on the planet, their first summer together; Sharon wondered what had changed.
“If you bring a suit, maybe we can go walking in them next time.”
“That would be wonderful.” Marie’s eyes
had been on the windows, now they turned
to her, and Sharon felt pinned beneath their
dark, dark gaze.
“But, now...” They met each other halfway for the kiss. Sharon’s bedroom was upstairs, but she had a queen-size in the room
beside the study, a holdover from when the
distribution business was first starting up and
she had worked until collapse some nights.
Now it was useful for other things. She had
left orders that when Marie Kilcannon visited alone, they were not to be disturbed.
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Sharon was a native of Diana, had never
been off the desert planet’s surface in her
life, and was perfectly accustomed to homeshields, iron trees, and hydration suits when
the refugee ships arrived with their news of
disaster. It was over for Earth, the climate
had been shot to hell, and something like
three billion Earth natives who had the resources to escape needed to be seeded out to
the colonies. Colonies that, like Diana, didn’t
have the climate to support the population
crush were to be terraformed until they did.
Speaking of shooting climates to hell...
Still, it was dry outside, despite the recent
rains; dry because of the western wind that
blew almost constantly, pitilessly from the
vast desert plain. Lying sprawled on the
polyester sheets, one hand tracing up and
down Marie’s naked back, she watched
through the windows as silica-rough grasses
bowed in the wind and a rust-eaten branch
shivered brittlely.
Soon it would fall—even though the
branches of Diana’s iron trees were not supposed to, strong and solid as they were
meant to be.
“Soon they’ll be able to plant real trees
out there,” Marie murmured.
Sharon hid her wince. Real trees—like
the iron trunks were just some creative
sculpture. But Marie did care for Diana’s
somewhat-flora, in her own Earth-native
way. She had been excited at the thought of
a garden-shield saving them.
Sharon would have to set to work on that
right away.
Marie sat up. “I’ll have to head home
soon or call Jacob.”
“Call him. Tell him you’re having dinner
at my place.”
“Okay...”
“Or does he not like you seeing me?”
Marie gave her a quizzical look. “Of
course, he doesn’t know about this...”
“But is he suspicious, or jealous just the
same?”
“Of course not.”
Sharon shrugged. Sometimes husbands
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here.”
“Sure.”
“Jacob says he’s thrilled. Of course. He
knows it’s what I want—and I wouldn’t have
slept with him otherwise, Sharon, promise—
”
“I said it was no problem—”
“But he keeps looking at me—like I’m...
unnatural, or something... like I’m trying to
replace them!”
Sharon rose and went around the table.
Put her arms around the shaking shoulders,
let Marie press her face to her stomach.
“It’s all right, sweetheart. Of course you
aren’t doing that. And he knows it—but this
must be hard for him, I guess. They wer—
they’re his children, too.” Encouraging empathy for her mistress’s husband. Well, she’d
done stranger things.
“I know. I guess I know that. But thanks
for telling me—thanks.” She pulled back,
wiping at tears with one hand and pressing
the other to her flat stomach. “At least
they’re not going to send this one away.”
Sharon sat back down. “I always thought
that was bullshit, you know. Splitting up the
families. So there’s a little less genetic diversity on each ship, for each colony, but so
what? Family, for God’s sake. How desperate do you have to be to break that up?”
“Very,” Marie said. And then they were
quiet. They had an agreement not to speak of
Earth.

could be like that. Wives too, no doubt, but
she’d never had to worry about a jealous
wife. “Then call him.”
Dinner was simple, largely greenhousegrown fare washed down by a vintage that
had come from Earth—unimaginably pricy,
it had been part of Sharon’s estate long before the refugee ships arrived three years ago
with the news that Earth would never grow
grapes again.
Marie had seemed distant in the bedroom,
and she wanted to find out why.
She sniffed delicately, almost cautiously,
at the pale liquid Sharon poured in her glass.
“Are we celebrating something?”
“You tell me.” Sharon corked the bottle
and sat back in her chair. “Or are we mourning?”
Marie’s fingers traced the glass’s rim. “I
think I might be pregnant.”
Sharon took a sip of wine, thinking. “That
explains it. I thought you were acting
oddly—well, hormones. Congratulations. So
you’re still sleeping with Jacob?”
The fingers stopped tracing, freezing like
prey catching sight of a hunter. “I...”
“God, Marie, I’m not judging you—he’s
your husband. I was just a little bit startled.”
“You know I’ve wanted to have children.”
“Sure, sure.” She said it soothingly, trying
to remove that look from Marie’s eyes. Like
a hunted animal. Or a guilty woman.
She’d wanted children for three years,
ever since she and Jacob had arrived on
Diana in the refugee wave—arrived alone.
She had two sons and a daughter. One son
had already been established on the Martian
colony. One was sent to Prometheus, and the
daughter went to Janus II. All sent separate
places, the genetic heritage separated by
light-decades as they were carried away on
the refugee ships. The son on his way to Prometheus must still be in cyro-sleep.
“Well, it’s what we’re supposed to do
here, isn’t it?” Marie asked.
Sharon looked up from the tablecloth
hem. “Sorry?”
“We’re supposed to breed. Mix and
match our genes. Create a viable population
The Future Fire 2010.19

They had to drown this planet. Drown it
or die. They needed more oxygen, and for
that they needed plants, Earth plants. And
Earth’s plants needed water.
And water was poisonous to Diana’s ecosystem, but so what?
So what if your iron garden dies, Sharon?
It’s the future of the human race.
Bullshit.
It was Marie’s fourth month. She still visited, though they didn’t make love much
anymore. In a way it was a relief to see their
relationship was not only physical. There
was also talking and walks in the gardens,
though that last was also something they did4

agent after the first clouds formed. Sometimes she thought of applying the same agent
to her arbor—it would kill the trees, by interfering with their chemical processes, but at
least it would preserve the corpses. Carl, her
new mechanic—new although she’d had him
three years, a heavily in-debt refugee she had
taken in out of pity—had suggested it. To
Earth-natives, there wasn’t much difference
between a living tree of Diana, or a dead
one.
“Jacob said he was going to plant a garden like that,” Marie said. Sharon mentally
kicked herself. “He says it’ll be just like
home. We’re close, you know, to the new
lake—our town council is thinking of naming it Terra. Lake Terra. I guess it’ll be nice
to see Earth plants again...although I’d like
to see real trees. Oaks, maples. Jacob says
they had the seeds in the holds of the ships
when we came here.”
“Maples are pretty, with their red leaves.”
Sharon faintly remembered some pictures,
seen back in her school days.
“Sometimes they’re green.” Marie
shifted. With her pregnancy, crossing her
legs was becoming uncomfortable, but she
wasn’t in the habit of sitting any other way.
“Do you know what the population of
Diana is?” she asked suddenly.
Sharon shrugged. “No. Something like
two hundred seventy, three hundred million...”
“Five hundred million. Because of the
refugees from Earth. You would have gotten
more, but the governments’ coalition figured
two hundred million was all the increase you
could stand...It was three billion refugees,
total. Earth’s population was eight billion.”
“I guess I never really heard.”
“Five billion people were trapped—I
guess they’re still there—on a planet that’s
slowly becoming a toxic desert, because all
the colonies together could support less than
half of them. Nobody likes to talk about that.
But do you know the absolute numbers of
the human race? How many of us there are
in the entire universe?”
“No...”
“Five billion. That’s it. The people on

n’t do so frequently anymore.
“You really should get a shield for your
plants soon, if you want to save them.”
Marie’s eyes flashed behind her hydration
mask. She was wearing a suit today, one she
had put on after being reminded of the baby,
though the climate was nearing the point
where she could have gone without one and
received only mild discomfort, provided
there was no west wind. Today there wasn’t.
Her child—a son, it was determined—
would never know an atmosphere without
water vapor.
“Yes, I should,” Sharon said. If she didn’t, Marie’s son might never know a Diana
with iron trees.
She had no excuse for procrastinating,
except that every time she thought of placing
calls and ordering a shield, she felt sick to
her stomach. It was like getting a colon
exam, or admitting defeat. Undignified, uncomfortable, and avoidable, no matter how
necessary. Nothing forced her to get those
shields.
Only the fact that if she didn’t, the garden
would die. And Marie would become very
upset with her.
She looked now at the round curve of
belly beneath the silver hydrosuit. Pregnancy
had made Marie surprisingly sensitive—
Sharon hadn’t expected it. She thought all
the rumored emotional changes were just
legends, like PMS. Apparently not. This
wouldn’t be the first fight they’d had—about
the trees, or anything, or nothing at all.
“You know what I was thinking of doing,” she said, “I was thinking, in another
month or two, of planting an Earth garden—
cactuses and stuff, on the south side where
they’ll get a breeze off the new lake every
once in a while. And I’ll put up shields for
when we get that west wind, at least until the
west wets up. What do you think?”
“Cacti,” Marie said.
“Sorry?”
“Not cactuses. It’s cacti.”
“Oh. Sorry.”
Marie sat on the garden bench. It was
iron, made to fit in with the trees, but Sharon
had its surface treated with an anti-rusting
The Future Fire 2010.19
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“Oh, sweetheart.” She rubbed Marie’s
back and let her head in its mask rest on her
shoulder. “I...” I’m sorry? I love you? I’m
sure it’ll be all right?
She said instead, so softly she was sure
Marie couldn’t hear, “I want to go home,
too.”

Earth don’t count, that population’s doomed
anyway—so we’re halved. Do you know,
three hundred million was the kind of population an affluent country on Earth had in the
twenty-first century? We’ve become practically an endangered species!”
Humans, endangered? Sharon looked
away from Marie, over the rusting garden.
The trees were an endangered species. One
deliberately put in danger—for humans.
“Well, you and Jake are doing your part to
fix that up,” she said.
“What?”
“Aren’t you? Re-seeding? Creating a viable population? Spreading your DNA
across the known universe?”
“Not by choice.”
She pointed at Marie’s abdomen. “Was
that by choice?”
“I didn’t want to lose my children!”
“Of course you didn’t. I’m sorry. I didn’t
mean to imply otherwise. Please, sit down.”
Marie sat down. “I’m sorry. I didn’t
meant to fly off the handle like that.”
“It’s okay.” Breathe, Sharon. Deep
breaths in and out. Diana’s oxygen-faint air,
lately enriched by some cacti and hardy algae, filtered through the hydrosuit. “You
know, I guess I should start having kids myself sometime. The showtime ads—Welcome
to Diana, you’re home, settle down and start
a family—are beginning to get to me.”
“Don’t be so bitter.”
“What’s there to be bitter about? It’s the
future of the human race.”
“Sharon—” A gasp, funny sounds coming
through the hydrosuit speaker—Marie’s
shoulders shuddered; she was crying.
“Sorry. Oh, Marie, I’m sorry, honey.” She
put an arm around the shaking shoulders, as
close to an embrace as they could come in
the hydrosuits. “I guess I am bitter.”
“I just don’t want this.”
“Sorry?”
“I-just-don’t-want-this.” Marie sniffed
and made as if to wipe her nose though the
mask. “This planet, and the fact that we’re
killing it...and my kids...and Jacob’s goddamn cactus garden, and now you...I want to
go home,” she said. “I want to go back.”
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“Call for you, ma’am, Kilcannon residence.”
“I’ll take it in here, thanks, Tom.”
“Sharon?”
She nearly fell from her chair—it wasn’t
the voice she’d expected. “Jacob? Hi. What
is it?”
“Marie.”
Oh, God. Hands kneading the edge of her
desk, she said, “What’s up? Anything
wrong?”
“She’s healthy...but Sharon, it’s been hard
on her. And...she doesn’t know I’m saying
this...she’s always much happier after she’s
spent the day with you. And she and I, lately
we just can’t seem to get along... stress, I
think.”
“Sure,” Sharon said. “And hormones.”
“Well, I was going to ask... if it isn’t too
much trouble...maybe she can stay at your
place a few days.”
Sharon’s mouth was open, and after a moment she realized the sound she thought was
the halting hum of the humidifier came from
her. “Sorry,” she said. “I was just thinking...”
“If it would inconvenience you, it’s by no
means necessary. We can make other plans.”
Jacob sounded testy—excellent, just excellent, she had offended him. Though she supposed with that sound she could hardly have
done anything else.
“Sorry,” she said. “I’d love to have Marie
over. I’m just thinking of what I need to prepare—”
“We’ll bring most of her things over.
She’ll be fine in a guest room, she’ll cause
you no trouble... er.” Jacob cleared his
throat, an embarrassed sound. “We’re very
grateful...”
“It’s absolutely no problem.” She smiled,
because she’d heard such things carried in
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pills or anything, but there was nothing
really wrong, he said, just some stress and
excitement, and maybe a little homesickness.
When he had talked to Marie himself, she
insisted there was nothing wrong.
Three of the iron trees still stood, the oldest and thickest, trunks still solid though
streaked with rust. The rest lay in sandy piles
across the yard—Sharon had directed her
gardener to sweep them up, but he had been
busy lately, working on the new cactus garden.
Marie looked at the trees but said nothing,
as if she lacked the strength for a rebuke.
“My climate-read says the humidity’s fifteen percent today,” Sharon said, mostly for
the sake of saying something. “Not bad.
Wind’s from the south, of course, but we’ve
got the suits on in case it changes...”
“Of course,” Marie said. “Wouldn’t want
to dry out, would we?”
Sharon led her to the iron bench. She was
always leading her places, it seemed, or
coaxing her to eat, or helping her suit up or
bathe. No lover’s touches, anymore. She felt
more like an old wife helping her spouse dying of some wasting disease.
Morbid thought. She shook it off.
“I wonder what it’s like on other planets,”
Marie said. “If they’ve had to change them
so much. Probably wouldn’t have to import
hydrogen on Prometheus, I’ve heard it’s
pretty wet there anyway...”
“All sorts of places,” Sharon said. “I
guess it’s different everywhere.” She supposed it meant something, that Marie would
expend the energy to wonder.
The boot of Marie’s hydrosuit scuffed the
sand. “Imagine,” she said, “All the colonies
they’ve set up—how many are there? Over
twenty?”
“Something like that.”
“And almost all of them had life of their
own before we came. Life that’s evolved for
millions of years and then...done.” She
pointed at a mound of rusty sand.
“It happens,” Sharon said, though of
course it didn’t, not in the natural order of
things.
But since when did the natural order

the voice. I should be happier, she thought. If
nothing else, this proves he suspects nothing.
“She can come over anytime. I’ll have a
room ready.”
“Thank you.” Jacob’s voice was heavy
with relief. “I know she loves being with
you—I’m sure you’ll do her good.”

“Do you want to come outside?”
The shape at the window said, “No.”
“Sunlight will be good for you.”
“I can get sunlight here.”
“Fresh air is good, too.”
“Dry air, you mean.”
“It’s more humid now.”
Marie turned to look at her with shadowshrouded eyes in a face like a skull, drawn
and pale. Her hair hung limply, uncombed,
cleaned only when Sharon insisted. The last
time she had done it herself, bathing Marie
like a baby. All her body was like her face,
starved-looking, unhealthy, except her swollen abdomen.
“You’ve got to take care of yourself,”
Sharon said, almost angrily.
“Of course.” She brushed her belly, like a
teenager feeling a tender pimple. “Vessel for
the second generation, aren’t I?”
“Nobody thinks of you that way.” Sharon
made herself unclench her fists. “You’re not
on the refugee ships anymore, Marie. Not
some number lost in the shuffle, not some
DNA strands recorded in a geneticist’s computer. Call me short-sighted, but you’re what
I see, Marie. You. And you have a baby
coming, and you and Jacob want that baby,
and having that baby takes a lot out of you,
so you’d better take care of yourself!”
Marie stepped slowly, almost reluctantly,
away from the window.
“I’ll help you suit up,” Sharon said,
knowing she wouldn’t be able to manage all
the tubes and clasps on her own. It wasn’t
that she needed strength or lacked knowledge of the procedure, Marie just didn’t have
the patience anymore to fit everything together. She got irritated, impatient, dispirited
easily, far too easily. Sharon had called
Jacob once, asked if she should have any
The Future Fire 2010.19
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“Sharon, let’s take him inside.” Marie’s
eyes were wide, her words rushed; she
seemed panicked.
“I can’t. It’s even damper in there.”
“Oh. Right...” She was biting her lip,
Sharon could see through the mask. Then,
“Why couldn’t you have had a shield? I told
you to put one up...It was your idea in the
first place—it would have saved them, don’t
you see? It could have saved them! Why didn’t you do it?”
The reasons were long, complex, and too
weak to give her, Sharon knew, too weak to
stand against Marie’s frustrated sobs. The
only thing strong enough to stand against
anger was anger, so she said, “It wouldn’t
have done any good, anyway.”
“What?”
“Look, you know it! This planet’s dying.
We’re drowning it, making it all nice and
perfect for humans to live on—killing everything that’s evolved to live on it in the first
place! I could save a dozen trees or a sandwaver, but what good does that do, really?
Nobody else cares. Eventually I’ll die, and
the estate will go to somebody who doesn’t
give a damn, and the shields will go down,
and they’ll all die. So why bother?”
“Why both...” Marie broke off, looking at
the sand-waver in her arms. It had stopped
wiggling. “I always thought you’d bother.”
“I don’t anymore. I’m sick of being the
only one who cares.”
“I care,” Marie said. She crouched and set
the sand-waver down, on the pile of rusty
sand at her feet. “I’ve always cared. About
what we’re doing to this planet—about what
we’re doing to ourselves. About what we did
to Earth. We killed it.” She stepped to the
bench, mechanically, and dropped into it.
“And to save the human race, we split up
families, we divided our DNA to give our
descendents a good genetic heritage, and
now we massacre ecosystems so they’ll have
the right sort of environment. And some people cared—we didn’t want to lose our children, you didn’t want to lose your planet,
but...so what?”
“Yeah,” Sharon said. “So what? It’s the
future of the human race.”

count for anything?
“Of course,” Marie said. “Look at Earth.”
Sharon was about to ask what she meant
when the pointing finger went from the sand
mound to a wiggling thing tucked in a silica
bush’s shadow and Marie gasped, “What’s
that?”
“That?” Sharon stood and crept closer,
slowly, so it wouldn’t run or wiggle away.
“It’s, um...a sand-waver, maybe.”
“Maybe?” Marie followed her.
“They don’t usually look like this.”
The thing wiggled harder as they approached. Probably a sand-waver—that wiggling might be the weary echo of its usual
graceful glide. No wonder, though, that this
one wasn’t more graceful. The shell covering
its head, which normally made it look like a
horseshoe crab formed by a turtle glued onto
a tadpole (Jacob’s words, Sharon remembered from some party, describing the things
to some other Earth-natives attending, Marie
clinging to his arm; maybe this was the party
where she had met her), had sloughed off,
like something melting. Wrinkled shards lay
scattered across the sand, and the body they
revealed was pale brown, wet-looking, and
twisting in obvious pain.
“Oh...” Marie said.
“Yeah.” Sharon turned away. Time to go
inside, for sure. Marie didn’t need to see
this—
“Oh,” she said again. Sharon looked over
her shoulder to see her kneeling, reaching
out, and before she could stop her, gathering
the creature into her arms.
“I’m not sure...” The warning died in her
mouth. What might happen? The sand-waver
couldn’t hurt Marie through the suit, and she
didn’t seem to be doing it any more harm.
“Sharon, can we help it? Is there anything
we can do?”
“I don’t know.” She had never known a
sand-weaver to grow back shell, though admittedly she’d never known one to lose it
either, and it wasn’t like anyone on Diana
studied how to treat water-poisoning. She
assumed that was what it was. She didn’t
have drying-suits or dehumidifiers or anything like that.
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ing the mask over her head as she ran out the
door.
No native of Diana, no matter her hurry,
would step outside without a suit.
The fact seemed both irrelevant and
deeply vital.
She hung from the tallest tree, a blur of
rose pink—the color of her nightshirt and her
chapped skin. Bare feet dangled above an
overturned chair. How could she not have
noticed it missing from the dining room?
She hadn’t worn a hydrosuit or a mask.
Sharon couldn’t look at her face—she knew
what happened to eyes when someone died
that way, and she knew what happened to
eyes without a mask, they’d shown her vidWhen she awoke, the other side of the eos in grade school.
Though Diana had been drier, then.
bed was empty.
“Tom,” she called. “Get...somebody. The
It hadn’t been, the night before—Marie
had been there, and though they hadn’t made police, maybe. And tell Jacob. But...we need
love in the literal sense they had held each somebody to get her down...hurry!” The
other, kissed, spoken softly about nothing branches of the remaining iron trees were
still study, mostly, not rusted through or
until they fell asleep.
It was good, she supposed, that Marie was even near it, and Marie was slight, but
out of bed so early. Usually she slept in, Sharon imagined her body as an unbearable
even until noon some days. If she had more burden; at any moment she expected the
energy, or at least the will to use it, perhaps branch holding her to snap.
“Yes, ma’am.” She heard, faintly, the
the scene in the garden yesterday had been
door closing behind him.
worth it.
Thoughts, then, falling like drops of waSharon rolled out of bed, dressed,
hummed softly as she went downstairs. It ter.
She should have gotten the shield.
was an old song, one she hadn’t heard for a
Jacob had no family on Diana now,
while but always remembered, a lullaby. She
though he had some children on Mars, Janus
thought Marie might like to hear it.
Marie wasn’t in the dining room as she II, and Prometheus.
Those children would never know.
had expected. She went to the parlor door,
Diana was still dying, and she was back
peered in—nothing—and was halfway to her
study before she realized that Marie would- to being the only one who cared.
She had told Marie she loved her. She
n’t have gone in there without her. Thinking
she might be in the bathroom, she had de- couldn’t remember ever saying it before.
“Bullshit.” She didn’t know what she was
cided to go into the dining room and wait
when the door at the far end of the hall saying it to; everything, perhaps. It would be
nice if it was all bullshit, if none of it was
opened.
worthwhile or true.
“Ma’am...”
She felt liquid pooling around her chin.
“Tom.” She turned, saw his face; she ran
Her face felt wet—she realized she was crydown the hall to the foyer. “What is it?”
He pointed, vaguely, behind him. No ing. She pulled off her mask and stood, staring at the base of the tree, her tears drying in
words.
Sharon opened her closet, grabbed down the arid western wind.
a hydrosuit and fumbled it on. She was pull“Bullshit.”
She sat down beside the shaking figure in
the hydrosuit. “I love you, Marie.”
“Thanks.”
But she wouldn’t stop crying. An Earthnative habit, that; children on Diana were
taught better than to waste water on tears. It
was a show of respect, mainly, for the preciousness of water—nobody was really put
in danger of dehydration by crying.
This, the death of a planet, was surely an
occasion for tears if there ever was one.
Sharon, dry-eyed, put her arms around
Marie and held her for a long time.
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Daughters of Hralln
C.L. Rossman

Illustrations © 2010 Rachel H. White

The skaun-teveh jerked its head up as
a deep cough echoed through the thicket
around it. The hollow sound seemed to
come from everywhere at once and the
animal quivered, unsure of what to do.
Its upright ears and dark liquid eyes
could detect nothing of danger, and it unfolded its velvet-like nose but failed to
pick up a scent, for the air was still and
thick and hot under this deep cover.
Suddenly the brush rustled behind it.
Like a spring, the teveh shot forward. It
no sooner burst through the greenwall
then a line of white-fire burned to meet
it. Without even a bleat, the teveh fell.
An elegant two-legged shape leaped
from the brush. She pinned the body with
a spear, to make sure, then flung her
long-maned head back to give a victory
The Future Fire 2010.19

roar.
Three more shapes materialized from
the thicket around her. They shared the
same species as the first, the civilized
carnivores called tautschen or Hunters,
all upright bipeds bearing fangs and
claws. And these were all female.
The new arrivals didn’t share their
leader’s attitude, however.
“Hsst, Asteris!” one hissed at her. “Do
you want to bring them down on us?”
The killer slitted her eyes. “Vascht,
Lisane, I will not. Everyone’s at the trade
circle today, remember? Even the top
ten-ranked. They won’t hear us.”
“Where we could have been too, today,” sniffed another young huntress,
tossing her auburn mane. “If we didn’t
have to come out here.”
10

teach us to hunt; refusing to give us a Master
Hunt?”
“At least they taught us to fire weapons in
practice,” Lisane said.
Asteris gave the teveh’s hide a vicious
cut, “Ptah! Only to defend ourselves; and the
elders had to argue Surin into that. If this
wasn’t such an off-the-path world, things
would be different. We are not meant to be
cub-carrying machines.”
“Some part of us is,” Lisane remarked
dryly. “But I agree, sister. I believe that on
no other world, freehold or clan, are females
barred from the Hunt.”
“If we could only escape,” the leader
moaned. “Even one of us, and take this to the
Inner Systems. They would straighten the
trail.”
“I believe they might. And I think we
will, if we get enough opportunities to build
up our trade-goods. Think of this,” Lisane
said, tapping her skinning knife against the
bloody flesh, “as our first step toward a passage fee. As soon as we can get enough hideshare salted away, we can—”
She didn’t finish, because at that moment,
Kirian came bounding through the thicket
with trouble stretched over her face.
“Sisters!”
“H’vack-hah?” Asteris asked, while Lisane crouched with knife in hand.
“Something—something’s happening,”
was all Kirian could say before Danyl burst
in from the other side, asking “What, what?”
in a frantic way.
Kirian flushed. Now she felt foolish. “I—
heard something,” she said.
“Like the huntpack coming?” Asteris
guessed.
Before her packmate could answer, they
Once they vented their anger and their all heard it: a low deep rumbling which
triumph, they settled down to skinning and seemed to come from the sky. They looked
butchering. Asteris set Kirian and Danyl as up.
And saw a spark of heat so intense they
sentinels while she and Lisane did the cutcould see it through the overcast. It grew larting.
With the others at a distance, the two ger, brighter, hotter, seemed to be coming
young women talked about their situation straight at them.
The meteorite burst through the clouds
here.
“How can the Chief Hunter flout Hunt like a burning world.
“Look away!” Asteris screamed before it
Law like this?” Asteris fumed. “Refusing to

Silence came down. Everyone just stared
at her.
Finally, a fourth speaker, a lithe huntress
named Kirian, ventured; “Don’t you want to
be here, Danyl?”
The stocky Lisane snorted, almost a snarl,
while their leader Asteris actually bared her
teeth and growled, “If you’re not with us,
Danyl, then you’re with them.”
“I am not!” Danyl snapped, covering her
teeth with her forearm just in time. “I want
to hunt, too. It’s just that—I don’t want to
miss the trade fair either. It’s the first one
we’ve had in years!”
That broke most of them into laughter, all
except the leader, who said, “The ship will
be here for days; but we don’t have that
long. By tomorrow the huntpack will be out
in force, getting enough meat for the farewell feast.”
“Truth, truth,” Lisane agreed, wiping her
eyes. “We’re safe today because everyone’s
at the trading circle—even the males.” She
blinked and raised her head. “And today we
have just proved we’re as good as they are.
We too can bring down meat; we too can
follow Hunt Law…”
“And we too have honor!” Asteris
shouted. “The word tautsche is female, as
everyone knows. But that—that bug-bitten
excuse for a Chief Hunter and his forbidding—that’s against all Code and Law!” She
yanked her spear out of the teveh, flourished
it on high, crying, “Hunt-sisters, let us celebrate the kill. Aroh!” she roared, and the others joined her:
“Aroh! Aroh… Aro-agh!”
And the thicket shivered to the thunder of
their victory roars.
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“Ashes… nothing cinders and ash,” Asstruck.
The impact sent a shockwave that flung teris murmured.
“Not a lodge, not a trade ship, nothing,”
them to the ground, and the world went to
Lisane said.
white.
“We were lucky,” Danyl said.
Asteris rounded on her. “Lucky? Do you
They recovered one by one, surprised
they were still alive. Temporarily deaf, but think it was luck that left us alive—and
alive. Their ear openings and nictating eye alone?”
The other huntress quailed, but Lisane
membranes had closed by instinct; so they
regained their sight and hearing within mo- interfered:
“T’chak, Asteris. It was Chance, maybe.
ments.
“That hit somewhere. It’ll ring in my head No-one knows how it falls. Yet one thing’s
forever.” Danyl winced, tilting her head as if sure.”
“What’s that?”
she would shake something out.
The stocky huntress nodded over the
“Don’t do that,” Asteris said automatismoldering wasteland. “We wanted to prove
cally.
“—or your brains will fall out,” jibed Li- to the huntpack we could be Masters who
sane. That got a laugh and a scowl, respec- could survive on our own. Krr… now it
tively, as the speakers turned to watch a col- seems we have to be.”
umn of smoke rising from the west.
They decided to make a slow sweep
“It came close but it missed us,” Asteris
around the perimeter, living off their slain
said. “By about 20 kri-veh, as I sight on it.”
The same thought struck her and Lisane teveh as they went. At first Lisane just
wanted to be gone. “Our kin have already
and they exchanged glances.
“The trading circle…” the stocky huntress had their Leavetaking—killed and burned to
ash at the same time. We should go, before
said slowly.
“Everyone was there,” Danyl cried. the weather turns. Who knows what this will
bring.”
“Everyone!”
To her surprise, Kirian, the quiet one, obThey looked at each other, then as one,
turned and began running toward the smoke. jected. “We can’t just leave. Somebody
Practical Lisane paused long enough to could still be alive here. We have to help;
scoop up the fallen teveh, then went after it’s Hunt Law.”
“Hoh, the mouse speaks,” Lisane snorted.
them.
But the hunt leader backed Kirian up.
The farther they went, the more destruc- “She’s right, Lisane. It is the Code, and if we
tion they saw. At ten kri-veh, trees had been claim to abide by it, then we obey it all the
blown down, pointing away from the invisi- way. ‘When the People cry out, the warrior
ble center. They found one freeholder’s answers.’ We should search.”
Lisane was so surprised she didn’t say a
home, its wood-slat roof ripped off but the
stone walls left standing. They investigated, word. And they started out in silence, rounddreading what might be there, but found no- ing the Circle of Death.
one. They should have felt something, but
Cautious forays into the crater showed
only Asteris began muttering, “Not all of
them? Not all…” and they forged on, their them that the center was still too hot to walk
on; so they concentrated on the circumfersteps slowing.
When they came near the site of the trade- ence. After they made one complete round of
that, finding nothing, Asteris suggested they
circle itself…
…a great gray crater yawned far and look for survivors in outlying grounds.
“Tautschen don’t live that close together;
away.
and I can’t believe everyone could have been
They stopped at its edge, shaken.
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remained barricaded behind her tough
Hunter’s dispassion—Never show fear…
“To the prey!” Kirian hissed the finishing
quote.
“And the good huntress is fierce in the
field, but gentle at the hearth,” she whispered another. Except they had no hearths
now, might never have again. Great Spirit,
what was the matter with them? They had
homes and families here—which they would
never—
Her eyes blurred and she stumbled against
something, nearly fell.
She pulled up short, looked down to see a
tiled slab protruding from the ash. She was
about to give it an angry kick, just to vent
her feelings, when the pile shifted.
And groaned.
After a stunned pause, Kirian reacted the
way any predator does to sudden movement—she pounced.
But not to kill. No; to push away the broken building pieces as she whispered encouragement. “Hold, hold; I’ve got you. I’m
coming. Don’t give up!”
She uncovered a body gray with dust and
shattered tiles—his waist, legs, face and
even his long mane were coated with it. He
gasped in a breath, then choked, his head
Even occluded, the daylight sun shone for turned to one side.
“Here; wait,” Kirian said, “breathe
more than 10 tare’ in this season. There was
plenty of time after main-meat for a small through this;” and she slipped her facemask
foray, a walk, or a privacy withdrawal; and and air filter from her backpack. She powered up the mask for more oxygen; then, afone huntress took advantage of it.
Kirian wandered disconsolately away ter delicately brushing the hunter’s face clear
from camp and toward the ash-floored crater. (which made him wince) she put it on him.
He stopped coughing and relaxed a bit,
Not entirely out of curiosity, but because her
parents’ house had been close to the trading lying there, content just to breathe. He was
circle, and she couldn’t believe they were pale grey on the back, pale gold in front—
gone. If only she could find some unburnt pure Marsh Clan heritage, she thought.
The wall had fallen on him, yet: “You’re
remnant of her childhood home! She felt
in a slight depression in the ground. That’s
half-afraid to do so, half-afraid not to.
Behind her hunting focus she could feel a what saved you.”
He finally blinked up at her with greymassive grief pressing down, trying to burst
green eyes and whispered, “What… what
through.
None of them had grieved. All of them happened?”
“A meteor struck. It destroyed the whole
except Lisane had family in the freehold; and
none of them had mourned. Danyl seemed trading circle and everyone in it.”
“H’vack!” he gasped. “Ev-everyone?”
ready to break into fragments, but their
“Except you—and us. We were out huntleader, who had lived with her grandmother,
at the trade circle at the same time.”
“They might,” Lisane said. “That was the
only ship we’ve seen in years. Nobody
comes this far out except the random trader.”
But Asteris divided up her pack anyway,
and sent them along several different paths
where the People were known to reside, four
separate trails. And after that, just two or
three more, because this was a newer settlement, less than a lifetime old, and had only a
hundred or so tautschen in it.
Asteris couldn’t get over it: “All of them
here—all;” she said when they ended their
third day.
“Well and enough, sister,” Lisane grumbled, poking at their small fire. “After tonight, our meat will be as gone as this freehold, and we had better set our own trail.”
She looked up. “And take ourselves out of
here. We haven’t seen the sun in days. The
dust from this collision could give us anything from rain… to snow.”
The leader looked at her. “Could give us
bad weather, you mean?”
“Chak, if these clouds continue to block
the sun.”
Asteris didn’t need to hear more. “Then
we’ll go tomorrow, at dawn.”
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ing.” The truth slipped right out; she closed
her teeth too late, and it hung there between
them.
He didn’t react as expected. He gave a
slight chinlift. “Krr; the four huntresses. I’ve
seen you sometimes.” As if it were nothing.
He struggled to sit up, managed to get to his
elbows, and paused, panting. The rest of his
body lay like a log before him.
Their eyes met. “Something’s—wrong,”
he said. A note of desperation. Was his pelvis crushed?
“Wait, hold, let me clear this away and
see,” Kirian said, and began brushing away
the dust from his legs. With an effort he sat
up, but grit his teeth.
“Where’s the pain?” she asked.
“…Leg. Ah-rrr—left, I think.”
She squinted, then cupped her hands
around her eyes to shade them. She scanned
up and down one leg, then the other.
“Churr, left leg. I can see it. A simple
fracture, Lisane would call it. We should set
it here so you can walk.” She stood up.
“Set it? T’chak, vre’huntress!” he exclaimed, pulling off the mask.
Already two strides gone, looking for a
splint, she glanced back over her shoulder.
“Is it necessary? I mean right now? I
don’t ... rr… I mean, I don’t even know
you,” he said.
She almost laughed. A typical young
male, clutching his dignity to him.
“Pr-rt. My name is Kirian,” she teased.
“And yours? I should know my patient’s
name before I operate.”
He turned paler grey. “I’m called, ah,
Dire Watch…” and his skin darkened again.
She paused. “Why, that’s a splendid
name! Did you earn it on your Master
Hunt?” He seemed to be about her age.
“No,” he grunted, wouldn’t look at her.
“Never got—my Master’s.” His next words
pulled her back to his side. “That vrak—that
Chief Hunter—wouldn’t give me one.”
“You too?” She dropped to her knees beside him. “He wouldn’t let us have one either. No females, he said.”
The Marsh lad finally looked at her. “I
didn’t know that. But I wanted to try out for
The Future Fire 2010.19
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the pack, and needed a Master Hunt. When I
went to Surin, he just laughed at me.
‘Huntpacks are for hybrids,’ he said. ‘No
clan-breds allowed.’”
Indignation fired him up. “I have never
lived in a clan, honored huntress. I come
from a freehold on Arvien 4 in Nine Systems. My parents came to live out here to get
a better territory on a new world, they said.
They never thought I wouldn’t be able to—”
A thought struck him. “My… parents…”
Kirian touched his hand. “I know, good
hunter. I lost my parents too. I mourn with
you.”
They shared a moment of sorrow. Then
Kirian roused herself and got up, saying,
“You stay here, Dire Watch; I’ll get the rest
of my pack and some medical supplies, and
we’ll splint your leg and take you with us.”
“Wait—I mean, if you would, Kirian.” He
stretched out an arm, his eyes frantic, as if he
feared abandonment. When she paused, he
said, “I need—we both need food and water.
There’s food around here, in this lodge.
There’s some in my backpack, if you can
find it.”
He glanced around. “There are a lot of
things here, somewhere. You can use them.”
She found enough to leave him a supply
of dried meat-sticks and to take some
smoked shoulder roast back to her friends, as
he insisted.
“I’ll tell my huntmates about you, and
we’ll come get you in a little while,” she
said. “Then we can all go on together.”
She left him one of her full waterskins
and jogged off, pledging to return by morning at latest.
And heard him call out behind her, “Good
hunting, Kirian!”—suddenly energetic and
full of cheer.
She loped happily back to camp, thinking
how excited everyone would be to know
she’d found another survivor. She slowed on
approaching the ruined walls which made up
their base, looked all around for danger as
every good tautsche does, then began walking between the walls.
Her huntmates’ raised voices stopped her.

They sounded angry. She put one hand on a
wall as Asteris’ voice rang out:
“This is a sign! A sign that Surin was
wrong, that the huntpack was wrong, that the
entire settlement was wrong in supporting
them¬—”
Kirian heard a half-snort, half-scoff from
someone else, probably Lisane. It drew Asteris’ wrath, for she said, “You think not?
But it has freed us, Lisane—freed us from
the males’ heavy talons. And from this day
on, I say we own this world, and we must
never permit another male to rule us! We
must swear it not to Hernde” (she almost
spat out the legendary hunter’s name) “but to
Hralln, the great huntress of another age.”
To Hralln? But wasn’t she a myth, a legend just like Hernde? The One Spirit inspired all, didn’t Aen; so Asteris must be advocating some kind of primitive blasphemy.
Horror crept down her spine, and Kirian
drew an involuntary breath.
Asteris spun at once and spied her. “Ah,
there you are, Kirian. Come in with us and
swear.”
Kirian swallowed, her fingers touching
her throat. She small-stepped forward.
“Swear to what?”
“That’s it, come all the way in, sister, so
we can do it together,” the leader crooned.
“Swear on our Oath, our real tautschen Oath,
that we will be true to the Code, and to one
another, and never let a male lead us again.
Aroh!”
And the others roared with her. They
could sympathize with this, truthfully take
Oath on it, as New Hunters are sworn before
their Master Hunt. They had been treated
poorly; they would redeem themselves, and
live by honor’s law.
—Except what could Kirian do about the
young hunter she’d just left back in the ruins? Would she have to abandon him to his
death?
She entered the circle and swore, but all
she could think of was his dust-covered body
and his suffering gray-green eyes…

be quick: he must be waiting, wondering
what had happened to her. She made a dutiful round of the camp, telling herself nothing
would disturb them. The meteor must have
killed or driven off whatever animal life
lived here; and as she went, she collected
whatever she could find for the young
hunter’s healing: one of the splints from their
medi-kit, a long straight clean teveh-bone for
a walking staff, an extra water bag she could
fill at a clear river or well…
Then, moving as quietly as she could,
Kirian slipped away from the camp and her
sleeping sisters. At a safe distance, she began
to run.

She drew second watch that night, when
the others should be sleeping. And she had to
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Later, a shriek split the night, wakening
tautschen senses. But it seemed far away,
and when their sentry didn’t raise an alarm,
the huntresses went back to sleep again...
The next morning they started moving
out, urged on by Lisane. But at Kirian’s suggestion, they also searched any lodge they
came upon for stored food and water. They
collected this and any helpful tools they
could find.
“It’s not robbing the dead,” Kirian argued, “it’s taking wayfarer’s privilege—the
owners will never need these things again.”
Their scavenging also made it easier for
Kirian to gather a few extra supplies for Dire
Watch. He would have to hobble along
slowly after them, staying out of sight. He
knew the danger now.
But this way she could provide for him a
few days at a time, until he grew better.
They did not after all get out in time. The
meteorite had made a bigger impression in
the atmosphere than on the ground. Rain
came from the heavy cloud-layer, then cold.
Then snow. The huntresses crunched
through the cold crust, worried that their feet
might freeze. If they had known the term,
they would have called this a “nuclear winter,” but only Lisane named it, and she called
it “accursed impact cold,” among other
things.
While they all worried about proper cold-

The others wanted to go on, but Kirian
held back.
“Go on, go on,” she told them. “I’ll stay
here and fortify this place. I still think it’s
the best spot to make our permanent camp.
Somebody has to watch our backtrail.”—
which led to impatience from Asteris and
unkind comments from Lisane.
“We have to go forward!” the leader finally shouted at her. “There are prey animals
starving and dying in this cold. We can take
them before the predators do.” Then she relented. “When we find good ground, one of
us will come back for you. Guard yourself
well, Kirian.”
But no matter how far south they went—
and they were limited by their speed and
stamina—they found the cold ahead of them,
and creatures in trouble. After a series of
kills, they tried to build their own meatstorage hut, but they hadn’t the tools and
could at best put some green saplings together, to try and protect the meat. It wasn’t
enough. Scavengers got in anyway, and stole
their food.
“It’s no good,” Lisane said, disgusted.
“We need a solid foundation to keep them
out.”
”And that means going back to the farthest freehold lodge,” Asteris said, “and using it for shelter and food storage. Where
Kirian still is, probably.”
“With warm clothes and fire-bricks,”
Danyl added; “And we wouldn’t have to
leave anyone behind.”—a spurt of defiance
from their least-defiant member.
“T’chak, we shouldn’t have left her,” Asteris agreed, “that was wrong.” She picked
up her spear like a balancing stick and faced
north. “Come on, let’s go back. But if any
one of you says one word about being
The four huntresses tried to outwalk, then wrong…” and she led them out at a trot.
outrun the weather. But the chill seemed to
They returned to the brick and stone
race ahead of them everywhere—and sometimes they had to chivvy Kirian, who always lodge, where only part of the roof had been
seemed to hang back, even to hunt in their torn away. They could cover the openings
back-trail. The situation finally peaked when with needleleaf tree branches, store their
they staked out the last known dwelling in meat in the stout smoke room, and haul in
the freehold, the one farthest out and least- deadwood to make their fires. They also
found Kirian there. In fact, she acted upset
damaged of the lot.

proof clothing, Kirian felt terrified that Dire
Watch would die from the cold. When the
pack finally made camp at the roofless
lodge, she had a number of useful things
tucked away for him, and at her first chance,
raced back to find him.
Haggard and shaking, he pressed against
an upright wall at their last campsite.
“Tracked you,” he said through rattling
teeth. “Snow takes a clear print. Didn’t think
you could get away from them—and I can’t
walk fast, can barely move. Thought I was
going to die here.”
“Prr-r-r,” she hushed him. “No you’re
not. Look, I brought a fire disc and starter
tabs. Let’s get warm, and you can have some
of this hot broth and meat.”
“I should be hunting for myself,” he said,
ashamed of his helplessness. “But… I’m
glad to see you again, Kirian, and grateful
for your help. Are you sure we couldn’t just
tell them—your hunt-sisters, I mean? Maybe
they would accept me.”
“The others might… but Asteris wouldn’t… she would drive you out to die, she
hates males so much. I—she’d set a watch
on me, too, so I couldn’t get back to you.”
His face softened. “That would be hard. I
might scavenge for a while, but I—need
your help, Kirian.” A difficult thing for a
hunter to admit, and he flushed. “And I—
would miss your company…”
She could read his heat-colors: he was
being completely honest with her. “I would
miss you, too,” she said. “But meanwhile,
have something warm to eat and we’ll plan
our next move.”
And they huddled before the tiny fire,
their sides touching, as they stared into its
smokeless flame.
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when they returned, and dodged away into
one of the outbuildings.
Asteris laid that to rightful anger. Kirian
seemed to be eating regularly: she hadn’t lost
weight in the few days they’d been gone. But
a schism split her from the group now, and
Lisane thought they should just let her alone
until she forgave them... So Kirian wandered
to the west almost every day, returning only
for main-meat, often bringing it with her;
while her sisters worked on shoring up their
new base.
At present meat was plentiful, what with
the wild grazing herds dying and the predators and scavengers coming to feast; but
later… later, everyone knew what they
would face and they worked ferociously to
prepare for the seasons of starvation ahead.
A year passed, 343 days on this world.
They counted the days; and they knew to the
last morsel when their food stores would be
gone.
“We have to move,” Asteris told them
that morning. “We have to get ready and go
farther south, even if we don’t know what’s
out there.”
“We’ll be leaving a lot behind,” Kirian
pointed out. “These walls, our safe rooms,
our—”
“We won’t be leaving any meat,” Lisane
said. “That’s almost gone. And we’re not
leaving anybody behind this time.” She
glared at Kirian, who shrugged. Dire
Watch’s leg had healed; he could follow
them easily now.
“It’s on-stat with me. I can keep up. But
what if the whole world is frozen by now?
What if we never find a warmer land?”
Asteris had no answer. “We can’t stay
here. All the prey and the stored food have
been almost used up. Let’s pack and take the
last meat. We can be gone by dawn tomorrow.”
Silently the huntresses spread out about
the lodge and environs, bringing together
whatever they could carry. Kirian took the
westernmost outbuildings, as always. They
each came back to the main camp, bearing
what they could carry.
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As she worked in the main lodge, Danyl
heard something from a gap in the outer
wall, a kind of high-pitched whistling in the
distance. Snow mounds covered the horizon
and the source of the sound lay just over
that. She instinctively melted close to a
shielding wall, watching the horizon. Then a
dark silhouette emerged between the low
hills. One look and Danyl fled inside, calling
her sisters.
“What is it?” Asteris asked, seeing her
frightened look. The rest stirred around her,
apprehensive.
“Someone’s coming!” she gasped. “From
the north. And it—looks like a male.”
Shock vibrated through them. Kirian immediately thought of Dire Watch. Coming
here? Why? What does he want? Is he injured again?
“What does he want?” Asteris echoed
Kirian’s thought.
“Are you sure?” snapped Lisane, ready to
shake her.
“Chak!” Danyl spat. “You think I forgot
what one looks like? And he’s heading
straight toward our camp.”
Over Lisane’s muttered, “He must see the
heat waves from the fire…” Asteris commanded,
“Quick! Bank that fire. And withdraw,
weapons armed. If he comes in here, we’ll
be ready for him…” More thoughtfully,
“Somebody should stand watch by the outer
wall, be a lure to bring him to us.”
“I will,” Kirian volunteered, thinking of
Dire Watch. “I’ll lure him into one of the
inner rooms. You wait inside.” And I’ll have
time to warn him, before you can kill him.
She slipped over to the gap in the outer
wall before anyone could get there ahead of
her.
“Back to an inner room,” hissed Asteris.
“We’ll lay a trap.” And they faded from
sight.
Kirian listened, standing guard. When she
thought them safely gone, she peered around
the broken wall to see the Hunter—and got a
shock.
He didn’t look anything like Dire Watch,
even at this distance. He was much bigger, a
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full-grown male, and he wore high-tech devices like body armor and a cold-suit. She
pulled back behind the wall.
Could one of the freehold’s huntpack
have survived this long? And why hadn’t
they found him? He didn’t look like any of
the ranked hunters; but she couldn’t be sure.
And he was coming straight for their broken
dwelling, as if he had seen the warmth of
their fire.
What was she thinking? Of course he’d
seen the fire light or the smoke and was
coming to investigate. Now they’d have to
attempt a capture, find out who he was and
where he came from. Four of them could
easily manage one male.
She eased slowly backward until she
stood nearer the inner wall than the outer.
She’d have to wait till he saw her here, then
run into the building and hope her sisters had
set up their trap. Fear hammered against her
ribs and her breathing quickened.
Then he appeared in the doorway, his silhouette blocking the winter light. They both
froze for a heartbeat, staring at each other.
No; this wasn’t Dire Watch—this was an
adult male, wearing survival gear. Alert,
confident—and well-fed. She caught her
breath and fled to the inner rooms.
She heard him call, “Huntress, wait! I
won’t—” Won’t what? Seize her? Harm her?
She didn’t believe that and she turned one
corner, another...
In a long hall, she heard a soft hiss ahead
and to her right. There they were, her packmates, waiting for her to draw him in. She
paused just long enough to let him enter the
hall, then sprang through the far threshold,
her foot knocking over a pile of broken
bricks with an icy clink.
Kirian paused inside the room. Her huntmates were hiding behind the remnants of
furniture in here, well-concealed.
And here came the hunter. He took one
glance inside the room, then one stride, easing himself over the threshold.
“Vre’huntress,” he began; “Why did you
run? There is no harm in my heart.” And he
took another step forward…
And four shadow-shapes sprang out from
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their hiding places and surrounded him,
spears leveled.
The hunter didn’t seem to understand. He
didn’t flinch, but he did stop, arms at his
sides.
“What—what is this?” he asked.
“Be still! Or we’ll gut you!” Asteris
snapped. She jerked her head at Kirian, who
slid forward to join them, her own spear
pointing the hunter’s heart.
They couldn’t see his body through the
cold-suit, but he didn’t sound like anyone
they knew. Still, they hadn’t known everyone…
“Take off the shield. Let us see your
face.” Asteris commanded. “And slowly. If
you make a move toward your weapons, you
die.”
He did, bringing one hand up carefully
until he touched the lower edge of his protective facemask. He raised the mask, canting it up above his eyes.
A stranger’s face looked back at them. He
had a reddish-gold color with amber eyes
and a suggestion of stripes. No one they
knew.
Without lowering her guard, Asteris
asked him, “Who are you? And why did you
hunt us down?”
“Hunt…?” the stranger said. ”T’chak,
vre’huntress, I am hunting no one. I came as
a member of a Hunt ship search-pack, to see
what was happening here. And my name is
Tathalgar. I’m a Master Hunter from R’shba
Three, Six Systems.”
“Why would you come here?” Asteris
demanded.
Even her hunt-sister looked askance at
this.
“Asteris, you know that every time they
lose contact with a settlement¬—” Lisane
began.
“Enough! Let him answer, if he can!” and
their leader gave him a jab in the ribs.
He did wince this time. “Take care, huntress; I am no enemy. I’m here as part of a
rescue pack, gathered when this planet
dropped off the links a year ago. A farranging trade ship didn’t complete its run,
either, after coming here; though we ques-
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tioned other freeholds.”
“Hnh! If your leaders ever talked to our
Hunt pack in the past, then you knew what
they did here. What they kept us from doing.
He probably talked to Surin himself,” she
told her huntresses.
But the Hunter Tathalgar was moving his
head in a slow negative gesture. “Talked to
whom? I know nothing of this: all I know is
that I volunteered to come on this mission
because some of our people might be in trouble. And what do you mean, ‘what they kept
us from doing’…?”
“Hunt-training,” Lisane added. “They
kept us from Hunt training. And from earning our Master medallions.”
“You? They kept you—?”
“Huntresses! All females!” Asteris spat.
The hunter’s eyes widened. His surprise
could not be feigned. “I haven’t heard of
such a thing. Is this true?”
“True? Look at us; do we lie? Do these
lie?” And Asteris re-aimed the spear, shaking with rage. “And you’ve probably just
come to drag us back to that. Ready to outlaw us as hunters.”
Their captive actually stood straighter.
“No. we have not. No huntress is kept from
the chase on my world—or on any that I
know of… we follow Hunt Law. And I can
prove it”.
That took them by ambush.
“What do you mean?” Asteris asked.
He met her gaze. “I mean I can show you
that we follow Hunt Law and prove I come
from a rescue ship if you will let me make
one call on my headset.”
“To bring them down on us, you mean.
T’chak, too like a trap, I think.”
Tathalgar made an unusual gesture. He
inclined his head, once, then lifted his chin,
exposing his throat. “I give you my Oath as a
Master Hunter. I place my life under your
spear as well. But I will need to lower my
facemask and call; the comset is inside it.”
Asteris glared at him, but Lisane said,
“Let him try, sister. If they sight down on us,
we can always kill him first.”
“And if he’s speaking the truth…” Kirian
added. “Think of it. We can leave this ice
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ball, find another world…”
“Have a hot bath. A warm bed…” Danyl
murmured.
Asteris lashed her glance over them.
Alone, she would not have trusted him. But
with their entreaties, and from what they
could see of the stranger, he was speaking
the truth.
She shifted the point of her spear from his
ribs to just under his chin. “On your Oath
then, Hunter. And if I hear one word off-thepath, I’ll slay you where you stand.”
“I understand. Now, if you please, honored one, I have to lower the mask.” And he
raised one hand to grasp the edge by forefinger and thumb-claw and pull it slowly down
over his face.
They heard him call his Hunt Leader. And
though they heard only one side of the conversation, Tathalgar seemed to be doing as
he said.
“I found four survivors, all huntresses, but
they have had some trouble here earlier; and
they do not trust any male, it seems. I would
ask you to fly to my coordinates and convince them we come as rescuers, not Codebreakers.”
They had a bit of argument, back and
forth, but finally his words seemed to convince his leader, though what good that
would do—just talking to a second tautsche,
none of the huntpack knew. Still…
“Chak… and come alone, please. Have
the Hunt ship shy back. They have a deep
distrust here.”
He signed off and faced them. “Rokiel
will be here in a few kt-tare’. Then I think
you will believe. As we wait, I wonder if you
could tell me about what happened here, after the meteorite struck. It must have been
very hard, if there are only four of you left.”
“Wait, hold!” Kirian cried out, interrupting him. “There is one more! Don’t leave—”
And she broke away from the pack,
breaking their Circle and their guard.
The male hunter could have attacked
then, seeing them all dumbfounded, but he
did not. “Only one more?” he said, watching
the young woman race out of the building.
The others seemed dazed and didn’t an-
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Tathalgar replaced the comlink and
looked around. He and his huntmates had
come here to rescue tautschen, but had
brought fear and dissension instead. He
cleared his throat and said, “You must have
had a hard hunt of it, this past year. Will you
tell me how you survived?”

from the field, he didn’t even want to train
us.” She advanced a step; Dire Watch
braced, and Tathalgar got ready to intervene.
But the young hunter held his ground. “I
know, Hunt Leader, because he did the same
to me. Hunting was only for hybrids, he said,
not for clan-breds. He hated me without reason.”
When this rock dropped, everyone went
silent.

Lisane and Danyl were telling him, and
tension had ebbed when Kirian returned. She
came stealthily, using the walls as cover, and
a second set of footfalls followed hers. She
entered first, walked a few strides into the
room and stopped, facing her pack leader.
She thrust one arm straight out to the side as
if she were barring someone—or protecting
him.
The slender gray-and-gold youth who followed her came around the wall and stopped
too, facing them.
His appearance produced a shockwave
among the huntresses, especially Asteris.
Her eyes grew large and her entire body
trembled. Her world began to crumble under
her feet.
“Kirian!” she cried out, “What have you
done?”
While Kirian mumbled “Nothing…” Asteris almost reeled from shock. Her face said
she had been betrayed, and perhaps she had.
To guard her pack against male retribution
all this time, and then to find one of her own
pack members had brought a male in...
Kirian argued, “He was hurt, Asteris. I
found him under a fallen wall, and I had to…
set his bones… and bring him food for a
while.”
“You found him and treated him?” asked
Lisane. “No wonder you kept insisting on
hunting alone, and always to the west.”
“She fed me and kept me alive until I
could hunt on my own.” The young hunter
spoke up for the first time. “But she warned
me not to show myself to any of you; and
now I know why.”
Asteris rounded on him. “Know? What do
you know, Hunter? Surin not only kept us

Into this turgid atmosphere, a skycycle
descended. Tathalgar’s own hunt leader had
come.
They looked up. The airbike glided to
within a hunter’s length of them, then lowered to the ground.
A leanly-muscled form dismounted. The
figure wore body armor, a full facemask and
goggles, and carried at least four kinds of
weapons. All of that did not disguise the fact
that the figure was
Female. And in charge.
“Aroh, honored ones!” she greeted them,
then lifted her facemask and looked at her
hunter. ”You said they were huntresses,
Tathalgar; but I also see one hunter here.”
“Churr; he came a bit later, vre’leader.”
At the honorific given, the young females
thrilled to attention. And their spears eased
down at last.
“They do not look like a danger to us,
Tathalgar.”
“Krr, perhaps not now, Rokiel, though
they nearly skewered me when I first met
them.” He glanced at the young ones, Asteris
in particular. “But then, they have been
down a hard trail,” he said more gently, “not
only from the disaster, but from—conditions
in their own freehold.”
His hunt leader looked puzzled, so
Tathalgar filled her in. And even the young
ones could see how that stunned her.
Before she could speak again, Asteris jutted out her chin and demanded, “Is what this
hunter says true, vre’huntress? Are there female Masters out there besides you, and in
positions of leadership?”
Danyl gave a little gasp at such impudence, but the adult huntress chose not to

swer. Only Asteris, stunned as she was,
never wavered from her prey.
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take it as a challenge.
“There are in truth,” she said, peeling off
her studded gloves, “in every clan and freehold I have ever seen—and I have seen quite
a few. Nor does background or bloodline
matter, in freeholds. They follow Hunt
Law.” She took Asteris’ measure, then asked
them all, “And you have been surviving here
alone, keeping yourselves fed and alive ever
since the meteor struck?”
“Yes, vre’huntress,” Lisane said.
“Everyone else was at the trade fair, except
us. And this hunter, apparently. At least we
don’t know of any other tautschen who
lived.”
“What a tragedy, a tragedy,” the adult
huntress murmured, shaking out her mane.
“And yet you proved yourselves many times
over, I would say.”
“Proved ourselves?” Danyl asked.
Rokiel let it hang, looking into the distance. She had something in her claws.
Something good.
She added “Yes, you have—against whatever this world could send against you. Yet I
will say I think something necessary was neglected here, something important.”
Several of them hackled at that. Rokiel
ignored them and went on, “A ceremony, I
would say, which you have earned. You survived terrible conditions and triumphed over
them. Even a simple Master Hunt lasts only
a few days. But you five fought the beasts
and the weather for more than a year. I
would say you have earned it.”
Their expressions asked, What? What?
And the Hunt Leader smiled
“Your Master Hunt Ceremony. You have
faced far worse conditions than New Hunters
do, and you have earned your medallions,
every one.”
They lit up; and Tathalgar added, “In
truth they have, vre’leader. Now, what
would you have me do?”
“Call in our ship, vr’hunter, and our pack,
at least for tonight. And tell the captain I
want five new gold medallions cut out of
stores and incised with each of their names.
We shall hold their ceremony ourselves.”
She turned toward the youngsters again
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and made a little head incline. “I greet you
and salute you, Esteemed Ones all.”
And just like that, she won their loyalty.
And their willingness to come aboard.
A five-day later, the survivors gathered in
the new research building the Hunters had
set up south of the worst-stricken zone.
Hearth-talk had it that Hunt Leader Rokiel
was going to tell them what would happen
next.
All the youngsters wore their new medallions, proclaiming them Masters of the Hunt;
and they churned with excitement and relief.
They’d heard that they would be taken to
any space station or settled world where
other tautschen lived, free of a fee, and
would be received as heroes by their people.
Four of the five chatted eagerly about their
plans. Only Asteris hung back, her face neutral, her thoughts reserved.
The rescue ship’s hunter Tathalgar mingled with them, sharing their joys, intrigued
by their past. Most of them spoke with him
easily, but when he tried to talk to Asteris,
she answered curtly and turned away.
Hunt Leader Rokiel had called them together today. She entered the room, tugging
at her gloves and watching her “audience.”
They quieted and returned the stare.
“V’tautschen, if I might speak with you,”
she began. “You know that a special starliner
will make tie here in a few days. The Cloud
Systems Hunt Council is sending one for the
survivors. It will board the five of you and
take you anywhere you want to go, without
charge.”
Her listeners murmured, excited.
She paused, then: “To any world. Or any
space station. We gave our word and we will
keep it. Our Hunt ship will stay here longer,
to investigate this world and the impact the
meteorite had on all its creatures. We’ve set
up for that.”
She smiled. “I wished to tell you so you
would have time to get ready, pack your
gear” (they all had new weapons and warm
clothing, courtesy of the other hunters) “and
out of necessity, I will need to know where
you want to go.”
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They crowded close, eager to tell—all
except Asteris, who hung back.
“Nine Systems Station!” shouted Kirian
and Dire Watch; “My relatives in Six!” from
Danyl; and “Any Hunt Ship out of here!”
came from Lisane.
By the time Rokiel parted the deluge of
happy voices, she was laughing.
Then someone asked, “What about you,
Asteris?” and their happiness fell away.
The huntress flung her words like a lance.
“I’m staying.”
“Here?”
“You can’t—”
“It’ll kill you…”
She wheeled around and glared at them.
“It hasn’t killed me yet, has it? Did you forget we proved ourselves here, all of us? We
won this world, and one of us at least should
keep it.”
Her voice lowered and her eyes lost focus
as she went on, “By Hralln, do you think
you’re going to better places out there? How
do you know what’s really waiting for you?
Will you be hailed as the heroes you are—or
will each of you be just another New Huntress, one of millions, searching for a post?
Have you even thought about it?”
They hadn’t. They held still, thinking. But
they didn’t change their minds, any of them.
Tathalgar moved as if to speak, but his
Hunt Leader stayed him.
Finally Lisane spoke up. “We won this
world as a pack, though we had solitary battles, too… at least let me stay here with you,
Asteris. As a huntmate and friend.”
“No! Your pardon, sister, but I want to do
this myself. I want the time…” To think, to
be a leader still, she didn’t say.
Rokiel broke the silence. She tugged her
gloves and began softly, for her.
“Vre’huntress, I will respect your decision,
but I cannot with honor send you out into
this world alone.”
Asteris’ posture edged into anger, but
Rokiel surprised her:
“What I can do is offer you a post here,
Asteris, a genuine one, which will keep you
on Wandrei 5 and in a position to help us, if
you would.”
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Asteris frowned. “How?”
“We need to study the climate change.
We need to know how far it will go and how
long it will last. And we hope to save some
of the native animals and put them in places
where they can survive. We need hunters to
do that.”
She paused to pull one glove off, then
said, “It is honorable work, vre’huntress, and
you will have your own hideshare to keep
and star service pay, as well.”
“And I can work alone?”
“Alone, with others, however you wish.
This research station will be your base, and
you will have the best tools and vehicles to
work with, for a year’s contract.”
Asteris considered that, and everyone
held their breath, waiting.
Then she gave a sharp chin-jerk upward
and snapped, “On-stat. I’ll do it.”
“Well… and good,” Rokiel said; and tension went out of everyone in a long sibilant
hiss.
Asteris didn’t wait. She turned on her heel
and marched out the door to the edge of the
field, when she stood like an eagle, proud
and alone. The wind flagged her mane out,
flew long veils of snow about her.
One by one, her former packmates decided to dribble out after her to pay their respects, or perhaps just to say “good hunting”
and farewell.
Tathalgar started forward, but his hunt
leader thrust out an arm, blocking him. He
stopped and looked at her.
“She is not ready for you, vr’hunter. And
she will not welcome you.”
He stood for a moment, then said.
“You’re on-target, Rokiel. She wouldn’t accept me there now.”
The senior huntress regarded him halfamused, half in sympathy. “She may never
accept you, you know. She is stiff with pride
and suspicion. They fought through some
terrible odds, and she saved them, no help
from her freehold. No male is a good male,
to her.”
“I admire her spirit,” Tathalgar said;
“And perhaps I can show her that some
males are trustworthy.”
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“Only some?” Rokiel widened her eyes in
mock-surprise
“For the present, only one. I don’t care
what she thinks of others.”
His hunt leader laughed heartily. When
she let down, she swiped tears from her eyecorners and said, “I take it you’re going to be
our next volunteer, then?”
“I am.”
“Very well, but you have a hard trail
ahead of you. I’ll appoint you both to this
station, and a Hunt ship will always be at
your backs.”
He inclined his head. “Thank you, Hunt
Leader. I am honored.”
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He turned to look at the pack of huntmates outside, taking leave of each other for
perhaps the last time. But he didn’t go to
them.
“I have a year, Rokiel. And I am a patient
man.” He stared out the window.
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Even in the midst of her friends, Asteris
could feel someone’s eyes upon her. She
lifted her head and looked back at the research station.
That hunter. She met his eyes. And something leaped between them, like fire to fire.
Then she deliberately turned away.

REFLECTION
JESSICA E. KAISER
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This is how it begins.
You open the carved cherry-wood
shutters and gaze into the mirror. The
skirt with its heavy midnight brocade, the
high-heeled slippers pinching your feet,
the viciously tight corset stealing the air
from your throat like the hand of a jealous lover—they make you beautiful.
Beautiful?
Mirror, mirror, on the wall
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Who is the fairest of them all?
You are.
Yes. Beautiful, with your blonde hair
and blue eyes. He said it, and the mirror
agrees.
They tell you about the child later. His
child. Her child. Not your child.
“Poor thing, her mother is dead,” they
say.
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You have them bring the child to you.
She is quiet, small, and sweet. She is also
lovely. At age seven, she makes grown
men stutter when she enters a room. You
smile at her and try to talk, but she does not
want to talk. Her dark eyes stare accusation
at you from her pale face. You are in her
mother’s place.
She does not like that.
She does not like you.
You send her away. Back to her nurse,
back to her games, back to whatever it is
that she does, in her silent beauty. You
wish that you could like her, that you could
be friends, but when you think of calling
her back, you remember her eyes and the
way she tossed her black hair—darker than
midnight in a graveyard—when she left.
You decide that you need not contend with
the child. She does not want to talk to you.
You can accept that.
After all, you are not her mother.
“There is no heir,” he says to you. The mirror reflects the glittering gaze of his crown.
He wears it always. When he wooed and
won you, you did not think that you were
marrying a man who would wear his crown
to visit you.
You smile in the mirror, into your beautiful face over his shoulder, and you consider saying: There is the girl. And then
you remember her lips, scarlet and smiling
a tiny, secret smile as you pass her in the
halls. Looking back at his eyes, you say, “I
will see the midwife.”
She gives you a potion to drink. It will
increase your fertility, she says. Hatred
oozes from her small dark eyes. You wonder whether she tells you truth or whether
the black bottle is poison, but you smile at
her—at yourself in the mirror as you look
past her impassive face and vicious eyes—
and thank her. You are to drink the potion
thrice daily, she says, and holds out her
filthy, grasping hand for the payment.
In time, you are able to advise him that
you are with child. He nods carelessly and
pats your head in precisely the same way
he pets his favorite hound bitch. Days pass.
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He does not come to you to perform that
act in the middle of the night that you pretend to loathe and secretly crave.
Mirror, mirror...
The mirror shows your high, round
breasts above the stays that press into your
skin so deeply that you sometimes bleed at
night. They keep your waist so narrow that
his hands can span it and often have, but
not now, not through the changes of the
moon from new to quarter to half. Tomorrow night the moon will be full. If you are
beautiful, why will he not come to you?
Was this all that he wanted from you, for
you to sweat and scream and bleed until an
heir slides from between your thighs?
Why does he absent himself?
A shimmer, a change, and the mirror
answers. You see yourself far gone with
child, your belly bulging out in front of you
like a millstone attached to your body.
Your eyes are still blue, but they are tired,
and deep, bruised shadows lurk under
them. Your blonde hair is limp and unwashed. A cheap cotton dress hangs on
your frame, strained across the breasts and
stomach. The image repulses you, and you
shove it away, realizing what you do only
when your hands touch the mirror.
The image vanishes, replaced by you as
you are now.
When you are vomiting and the blood is
running down your thighs, you look into
the mirror, over the shoulder of the maids.
As they wail and cry for the loss of his heir,
the mirror shows you the image again of
yourself, heavy and tired. The image
gradually shrinks and brightens until you
see yourself: not the woman huddled over a
basin with a rag clutched to her pelvis, but
the true you. The beautiful you.
Between the heaves, you smile a tiny,
secret smile.
The second time you paid the midwife,
the money was better spent.
“I will never betray you, my lady.
Never.” She lied, but you knew that as you
watched her eyes shift in the mirror. No
matter. You had planned for that, remem-

bering the sour turn of her mouth and the
way she stared at you from the corners of her
eyes. You are the queen. Treachery is treason and treason is punishable by death.
On the wall...
He would not come to you in the night,
but another would.
Another did.
Beauty is power. You thought it was all
the power that a woman could have until you
discovered what men would do for a few
short minutes of being sheathed inside you.
The mirror shows your breasts hanging
down as the huntsman plunges into you, ecstasy and agony one in his face. For a moment, he is beautiful, as you look at his reflection. Then your view clears and you see
that he is but a man, rutting as men do. He
tells you that he loves you, over and over, as
he kisses your pink mouth and the curve of
your hip and the arch of your foot. Then he
goes, and once he is gone, you wash quickly
and thoroughly.
Staring into the mirror, you think of his
words and you wonder: what is love?
Perhaps he will come soon. He intends to
get you with child again. How long will it
take until he realizes that it will not happen?
Until he no longer comes to your room with
its tapestries and the clinging scent of your
perfume?
No matter.
That feeling, the small shameful warm
feeling, that you used to have in your bed
with him at night, it is gone. It may have left
the first time with the huntsman, or perhaps
it was when you swallowed the midwife’s
potion. You wash male scent from your skin,
and you think that perhaps you imagined that
feeling before.
You never felt anything during the act.
How could you have?
No, nothing.
A knock sounds at the door, and when
you stand to open it, the mirror shows your
beauty.
The perfect porcelain skin that you had when
you came eight years ago is no longer so perThe Future Fire 2010.19

fect. From a distance, you are the same, but
the mirror shows your truth. The mirror
shows your age: twenty-six. You see the
fine, fine lines around your eyes. The mirror
shows the thickening of your waist, and your
breasts are no longer so round and high. A
faint shadow under your jaw causes you to
look more closely, and it is then that you see
it. Sagging flesh, there, under your chin.
You are appalled, and a sneaking terror
twists its way into your soul.
Who is...
You are the fairest, the mirror says. You
nod, and when you wave away the food that
they bring you, when you are doubled up in
bed from the cramps of your belly, when
your ribs bleed and ache from the tightening
of the corset, you remember. The fairest of
them all. So you are. So you must remain.
As the huntsman bends you over, you fix
your eyes on the mirror.
You are twenty-eight.
“Beautiful, my lady, she is the most beautiful girl I have ever seen," says the huntsman as he toys with your hair.
Girl.
You are no longer a girl. There is a sudden sharp pain, and you wince. He has
pinched you, roughly. The hands that once
handled you with care and awe are different
now. They know that you cannot object, that
in the death that lies between you is the
power, for he understands—he has always
understood—why the midwife had to die.
For a short time, he was yours.
Now, you are his.
Beauty and sex and power.
What do you have?
When the huntsman goes, you dally before washing. The other has not come to
your chamber for sixteen moons. Some girl.
She must be from the village, they say, whispering as they bustle about your chamber,
pretending that they do not know you can
hear. Some girl. You wonder if he wears his
crown when he visits her.
The fairest...
When you ask, the mirror shows you the
girl. Hair black as a moonless eve, lips red as
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blood.
You have nothing.
“Do you understand?”
He nods with no hesitation. “Kill the
girl.”
“Take her to the forest first,” you correct
sharply. No one may know, no one may
hear, and most of all, no one may see. Only
you will see, if the mirror chooses to show
you. The huntsman’s eyes glitter in the mirror. They shift, like the eyes of the midwife.
To your surprise, it hurts.
The mirror chooses to show you.
Of them...
As you watch him take his pleasure of
her—a payment she completes with alacrity,
suggesting that perhaps she is not so sweet
as she seemed, and with an enthusiasm that
makes you think of a small, warm feeling
you might have had once—before sending
her off into the forest, your chest hurts. A
sharp, painful stab, almost as though someone has plunged a knife into your heart. You
carefully apply the paint to your too-pale
cheeks, and the feeling fades.
When he comes back, his eyes go to your
cheeks, with their artificial color.
In the mirror, you see pity in his face.
Looking away, you offer him the mulled
wine: warmth against the cold of the forest
he so recently entered. He takes it, and then
he takes you, and this time, you do not watch
in the mirror.
As he lies on the funeral bier, you smile a
small, secret smile.
Treachery is treason.

your rooms, ten years since her dark eyes
measured you and found you wanting. Now
she smiles, talks endlessly as she has you sit
near the fire: “Here, Mother, warm yourself
at the hearth.”
Mother.
You are ten years older than she, ten only.
The warmth that you had begun to feel at her
artless chatter dissipates. She accepts your
gift with the same enthusiasm she gave to
the huntsman—your huntsman—and you
watch as she greedily eats the sweet.
“It comes from the castle, my lady,” you
say to her. “My cousin gave it to me.”
She does not ask why you have chosen to
give it to her, just as she did not question
your presence. Instead, she licks the crumbs
from her fingers and smiles, satisfied. She
does not say thank you. No thanks are necessary for what she expects as her due. She is
beautiful.
All.
When she chokes, her hands going to her
throat, you watch until she lies on the floor,
her black hair pooling around her, her red
lips a stark contrast to the paleness of her
skin—skin white as death. Then you pick up
your basket and you turn to leave, but you go
to her and close her dark, staring eyes.
Why did she call you “Mother"?

Perhaps you always knew that there was no
hope, that one day she would come back.
One day is sooner than you expected, but in
a way, it is a relief. The mirror shows you
her return, triumphant as the foreign prince
holds her before him on his steed. You watch
until they are only a few leagues from the
palace, until the mirror shows you her face.
Moons pass while you plan. The mirror She is twenty, now. Six years until she, too,
shows you the girl, surrounded by the small, begins to fade.
Fewer if she becomes a mother.
hairy men of the forest. She lives with them,
Before you step out of the window, you
paying them as she paid the huntsman. But
sometimes, they must leave. To gather food. open the carved cherry-wood doors of the
To hunt. One day, when they go hunting, so mirror and gaze into it. You consider breaking the mirror. Saving her. She has done
do you.
She is pathetically grateful to see you, and nothing, except take that which the world
the fear that she might recognize you passes allows her to have—a small portion, soon to
within moments. After all, it has been ten be lost, just as yours has been.
She called you “Mother.”
years since she tossed her hair as she left
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Perhaps the cycle
could change.
Then the doors
swing closed, protecting the mirror. Try as
you might, you cannot
open them.
“She is dead, my
lad y,” they say.
“Stepped right out of
the window, we don’t
know why she would
have done it.” They
look out of the window,
down at her body lying
broken and still on the
pavement, and they
shake their heads. “So
beautiful, she was, too.
So very beautiful.”
When they go, you
open the carved cherrywood shutters and gaze
into the mirror. The
corset squeezes your
lungs as it compresses
your waist, and the
weight of the gown he
gave you is exhausting.
But they make you
beautiful.
Beautiful?
Mirror, mirror, on
the wall
Who is the fairest of
them all?
You are, I say.
Yes. Beautiful, with
your black hair and
your red lips. I agree.
For now.
This is how we begin.

Illustrations © 2010 Carmen
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Fragmentality
Sandra M. Odell

Illustrations © 2010 Bonnie Brunish

Dona Myers’ dying breaths bubbled
deep in her chest. When the final exhalation came, Compassion said, “She’s
gone,” and gently closed the woman’s
eyes. The bloom had faded from Dona’s
cheeks except for the purple bruises
along the right side of her face.
Anger kicked the ottoman. “Dammit!
Gawd’fuckin’dammit!” She stormed out
of the room, scattering garbage, breaking
Dona’s favorite glass angel and other
fragile things as she went. The other fragments let her go. Anger needed her
space.
Sadness wept quietly in the corner.
Envy took a long look at the still form on
the couch—“I wish I looked that good in
her skirt.”—and began to pick through
the ceramic cats arranged on the shelf
The Future Fire 2010.19

above the television.
The early evening sunlight was an infrequent visitor to the musty room, shedding light on crumpled pizza boxes and
dust. Everywhere, dust. Anxiety paced
back and forth in the heat, wringing her
hands, peeking nervously between the
threadbare curtains. “What if Dennis
comes back? We should call nine-oneone. Maybe?”
“Oh, like we’d be credible witnesses
on the stand,” Cynicism said with a
smirk.
“Don’t say that. You make it sound
like I’m crazy. I’m not crazy.”
“Nah, Crazy locked herself in the
basement.”
Reason looked up from her place by
the cracked magazine rack by the re29

cliner. “That’s enough, you two.”
Cynicism shrugged and went back to
reading about grapefruit and mint essence
moisturizers. Anxiety continued to pace.
Doubt hovered at the foot of the couch,
gnawing fretfully on her knuckles, unable to
look away from the battered, rag doll body
that was the substance of their reflections.
“Is it our fault? Do you think we should have
stayed with her?”
Reason wrote the exact time with a red
ballpoint pen on the back of an unopened
creditor envelope. “There’s nothing we
could have done to stop this.”
“But maybe -“
“That’s why Dona let us go, because she
knew what was coming.” Compassion
pushed the coffee table away from the
couch. Beer cans and stale cigarette butts
scattered over the sticky carpet.
“Don’t,” Reason said. “We can’t disturb
the crime scene.”
“What makes you think the cops are going to do anything this time?” Cynicism didn’t miss a crisp page-turning beat. “Eight
domestic violence calls aren’t enough to let
on they don’t care?”
“We can at least make her presentable.”
Compassion lifted the dead woman’s legs
onto the couch, and folded slender hands
across the still chest. “Would you please get
me a washcloth so I can wipe her face?”
Pity stood. “I’ll get it.”
“I said—” Reason scowled and went back
to taking notes when no one listened.
Sadness and Compassion laid Dona in
state on the couch.
“I’m sure Dennis didn’t mean to pull the
trigger,” Love said as she arranged the mail
the correct way, coupons in front and bills in
back. “He was only trying to scare her.”
“Scare her, huh?” Reason searched under
the coffee table and came up with two—not
one, but two—empty .9 mm casings. She
presented these on the flat of her hand. “Still
think so?”
Love pursed her lips and looked away.
Reason pocketed the casings. “Get back
in the kitchen if he still means that much to
you.”
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Shy brought a small pillow from the back
bedroom and presented it to Compassion before quickly retreating to a corner. Compassion finished wiping Dona’s face and hands,
and then gently set the pillow under the dead
woman’s head. If it weren’t for the bullet
holes and the blood after the fact, she could
have been indulging in a rare afternoon nap.
Guilt lashed her back with a short flagellum, muttering a litany of Dona’s offenses.
No one paid her any mind.
Only after the others had their turns did
Reason come forward. She brushed the
wispy bangs from the dead woman’s closed
eyes. Cynicism muttered something under
her breath, unchallenged and unrepeated.
One by one, the parts of the greater whole
that had been Dona Myers assembled, even
Crazy who had to be coaxed out of the basement, and Surprise who still couldn’t believe
Dennis actually shot his wife. Shame kept to
the back of the gathering, convinced she had
nothing to offer. Love stood at the threshold
to the kitchen, one foot in, one foot out.
“What do we do now?” Doubt said, nervously shifting her weight from foot to foot.
Reason and Compassion looked at one
another. The consideration was brief and
wordless. “What Dona couldn’t,” Compassion said, taking Sadness by the hand. Anger
smiled. Love stepped into the kitchen.

Shame kept Love company in the kitchen
while Reason and Compassion worked out
the details. Guilt was in and out.
“It didn’t have to end this way.” The flagellum flicked and rustled against Guilt’s
leg, an extension of her hand. “Dona should
have listened to him. None of this would
have happened if she’d only taken the skirt
back in the first place.” Her hand twitched
and the blow landed sharp and deserved over
her shoulder. The welts on Guilt’s back were
only now beginning to stain her loose shirt.
“The others don’t understand Dennis the
way I do,” Love said as she mixed egg salad
with dill pickle relish, not sweet pickle relish, never sweet pickle relish. “Yes, he has a
temper, but he’s a good man at heart. Re-
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the plan and asked for a consensus. “United
we stand, divided we fall,” she said in the
only voice she could.
Surprise ran her hands through her hair. “I
just don’t get it. I mean, I didn’t expect we’d
need to do anything this soon.”
“I’m not so sure this is a good idea,”
Doubt said. She peered out the window before Annoyance jerked the pull bar from her
hand and drew the curtain across the view.
“Isn’t there a better way?”
“Why do we have to listen to this?” Anger paced back and forth near the door. “I
Pride wouldn’t let Envy take any of mean, it’s his fault! Why are we wasting our
Dona’s belongings. “I don’t see why I time in here?”
Calm looked up from her crossword puzcan’t,” Envy said, arranging the porcelain
thimbles that had survived Dennis’s tantrum zle, but it was Compassion who said, “We
need to focus. We’re not going to leave anythe week before.
Pride didn’t look up from applying a sec- one out.” She glanced at Love sitting on the
ond coat of L’Oreal’s Apple of my Eye nail edge of the bed with her head in her hands.
polish from Dona’s secret dreams box. Compassion went to Love and put a hand on
her trembling shoulder. “Dona’s life wasn’t
“Because they’re not yours.”
“Well, it’s not like anyone else wants easy, but we can do our best to honor her
memory.”
them.”
Love lifted her head and looked into her
“I’d like to take one of the pictures of
Dennis from his Alaska fishing trip.” Love own eyes. “It was a mistake, that’s all. Dennis didn’t mean to hurt her. There were so
hesitantly touched the corner of the frame.
“You want to remember what he looks many good times...” She took a trembling
like, pry open Dona’s eyes,” Cynicism said. breath. “Please, don’t ask me to do this.”
Sadness dashed into the bathroom. Shame
“He’s the face behind the smoking gun.”
Compassion took Love aside for a whis- hurried after. Doubt waited forlornly outside
pered, heartfelt exchange. Compassion made the door where Anger pushed her aside as
she paced.
it a point to keep the two apart after that.
Suspicion gave up her place so CompasWith a place for everything, a call to 911,
and essentials stashed in an overnight bag, sion could sit beside Love. Compassion took
what remained of Dona Myers left the house Love’s hands in her own. “We’re asking you
to do what’s best for Dennis.”
without looking back.
Love closed her eyes and put her head on
The local Motel 6 at the south end of
town was convenient, quiet, and inexpen- Compassion’s shoulder. Anger stopped midsive. Room 218 was a refuge cast in earth stride. Reason watched from a distance.
tones, small and clean, and the skewed angle Even Cynicism paused in her reading, lookof the nightstand in the corner made a happy ing up in a semblance of Hope. Heartbeats
place for Crazy. Pity draped towels over the marked time between one truth and another.
Love eventually opened her eyes. “All
particleboard corners to cushion sharp edges.
Hate stayed as far away from Love as she right, then,” she said softly in a voice Dona
could, which everyone but Cynicism agreed was never heard to use. “For Dennis’s sake.”
Pride smiled. “That’s my girl.” Dennis
was for the best even though the two had
wouldn’t have recognized her.
once been inseparable.
After directing Vanity and Envy away
from the bathroom mirror, Reason outlined
member his goofy smile when he first asked
her out? And how about when he brought
her flowers to apologize for the last time he
lost his temper?”
“I guess.” Shame peered hesitantly
around the edge of the kitchen entry.
“What are they talking about now?” Love
searched for the right serving spoon.
Shame returned to her stool in the corner
“I don’t know. How can I go out there after
everything that’s happened?”
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A day later they found Dennis not by his
goofy smile or a receipt for “I’m sorry”
flowers, but by his more usual habits. Compassion tracked him from the Red Handed
Massage Parlor, to the state liquor store, to
Drew’s Brewhouse, his after work place, his
“wha’d’ya think I was fuckin’ doin’?” place.
Cynicism laughed when she heard his
whereabouts. “What? A whiskey shooter or
six to wash the blood off his hands?”
Anger mashed the buttons on the TV remote, never satisfied with the result.
“Fuck’im an’ his stupid fuckin’ bar. He’s
such a fuckin’ ass.”
Love glared at her from across the room
before turning back to reminisce with Pride
over coffee and powdered sugar donuts. Anger continued to mash buttons, having little
use for Love.
Compassion sent Suspicion to the bar, a
hovel of smoke, tinny music, and pool tables
with worn felt tops. Wedged between an outof-order payphone and an older man with
spent dreams and bad teeth, Suspicion
watched all of the things Dona knew but
could never prove. How Dennis flirted with
the barkeep, and entertained a dried out bag
of a waitress eager for tips of one sort or another. How he shared a bowl of pretzels and
the occasional word with a bare spit of a man
on his right. Dona loved pretzels; Dennis
never shared.
She noted how Dennis watched the clock
behind the bar, kneading his palms with calloused thumbs. There was an odd bulge at
his waist under the right side of his jacket.
His ball cap was pulled low, and there were
bits of food in his beard. Suspicion finished
her Coors and ordered another.
When her purse buzzed, she took out the
cell, glanced at the text, and left a damp single on the bar for a tip. She straightened her
blouse, and made her way to the door with a
stop at the pretzel bowl. Dennis leaned to the
side for her reach and followed her hand
from the bowl to her mouth. He blinked and
choked on his beer.
The pretzel was salty and malt sweet as
Suspicion rubbed it against the roof of her
mouth on her way out.
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Vanity burst through the door, waving a
section of newspaper over her head for everyone to see. “We made it into this morning’s paper! Right here. We’re in the community news section.”
Envy slouched in her seat, crossing her
arms over her chest. “Yeah, but it would
have been nice to be on the front page.”
Love held out her hand. “May I?”
“Hold on.” Vanity skimmed over the brief
paragraphs, mumbling as she read. “... Dead
in her home... Shot twice... Here! Authorities
state they are seeking the victim’s husband
for questioning.” She slid the section across
the table. “It doesn’t mention Dona by name,
but that has to be us. We’ve never been in
the paper before. Do we have any scissors so
we can clip the article?”
Love skimmed the report as Annoyance
read over her shoulder. Love passed the paper to Shame when she was through. “That
has to be Dona. Everyone will be looking for
Dennis now. I hope he’s all right.”
“Who cares about Dennis? What’s
Dona’s mother gonna to think?” Shame hung
her head. “She didn’t want Dona to marry
him in the first place.”
Anxiety settled fretfully near the nightstand. “I’m glad they didn’t mention Dona
by name. I don’t think she would have liked
that.”
“Of course she would,” Vanity said. “Is
there anyone in the bathroom? I need to fix
my hair.”
Reason and Compassion waited until the
paper had made the rounds before accepting
the tattered section for their own review.
“And you made sure Dennis saw you while
you were out?” Reason said.
Vanity leaned out of the bathroom.
“Hmm? What? Of course he did. I didn’t
think he recognized me at first in the deli
line, but I know he got a good look at me
before I got on the bus. I swear he turned
white.”
“I know he saw me this morning at the
Exxon like you wanted.” Sadness dabbed her
eyes and set to make a fresh pot of coffee
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with trembling hands.
Compassion nodded. “And?”
The tears came again. “He looked pretty
shaken.”
Pity helped Sadness open the coffee pack.
“That must have been hard.”
Compassion nodded. “What about
Calm?”
“Oh, she’s still on him,” Vanity said, returning to her place in front of the mirror.
Her voice sounded hollow through the half
open door. “She gave me a call while Suspicion was snooping around the trash after
Dennis threw away a receipt.”
Fear clung to Doubt. “He’s going to figure us out, I just know it,” said the one.
“Maybe we need to try something else,” said
the other.
Reason neatly folded the section of paper
into quarters. She cut a look at Compassion.
“No,” she said slowly. “I think it’s time to
pay our respects.”
Cynicism shrugged. Love put her head in
her hands. The rise and fall of nursery
rhymes came from behind the nightstand in
time with a rhythmic knocking on safe, padded edges.

A clear head and Calm’s thinking directed
Compassion and Anger to the rest stop five
miles from the state line where drivers
stopped for a cup of weak coffee and a quick
stretch. “There he is.” Anger reached for the
passenger door handle. “Heading to the
men’s room.”
“Hold on.” Compassion shifted in her seat
behind the wheel, counting the men hurrying
in and walking calmly out. “Okay. There
probably isn’t anyone else inside.”
They slipped out of the car and edged into
the restroom when no one was looking. The
cold room smelled of urine, cigarette smoke,
and disinfectant, the only sign of use a single, closed stall.
Anger and Compassion stood side by side
in front of the scarred metal door. From the
other side came shuffling, coughing, the
rough tug of denim pulled up, and then the
hollow cascade of the flush.
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Dennis opened the door and stepped out
to find them waiting. He made the sound of
something small caught in a trap, his eyes
wide and bloodshot.
Compassion smiled. “Long time no see.”
Anger showed her teeth. “Miss me?”
“Dona?” Dennis ran the back of his right
hand over his mouth and took an unsteady
step back into the stall. “Shit. Donas? But
I—” He reached for the bulge at his waist.
Compassion sprayed him with mace. Anger hit him in the face with the flat of a
crowbar. Both showed their teeth when they
smiled.

Cynicism woke Dennis with smelling
salts; Hate got his attention with the .38.
Reason and Calm made a show of talking
her out of playing Dead Man Out with a gun
everyone but Dennis knew wasn’t loaded.
Dennis twitched and squirmed, his gaze held
captive by the pistol’s bore until Hate passed
it to Cynicism who blew imaginary smoke
from the muzzle as she stepped aside.
The house was still. The early evening
light reacquainted itself with the dust. Everywhere, dust. Dennis jerked against the cuffs
that held him to his favorite chair beside the
couch with no cushions and a swatch of yellow EVIDENCE tape on the back. “Hey,
now. Wha’s goin’ on?” The right side of his
face had started to swell.
Annoyance nudged Surprise. “Didn’t I
tell you he wouldn’t figure it out?”
“Figure what out? I... I don’t understan’.”
He looked at the woman gnawing on her fingernails to his right. “Dona? Babe? How’z
about givin’ me a hand?”
Doubt looked from him to Calm standing
beside her. “I can’t do that, can I?”
Calm put a hand on her shoulder and
smiled reassuringly. “No.”
Dennis strained; the cuffs held fast. “This
is crazy.”
Cynicism tucked the pistol into the waistband of her pants. “Naw, she’s down in the
basement again.”
Dennis looked from one. “Dona?” To another. “Babe?” To another. “Is that you?”
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Finding only a familiar face, each uniquely
different. “C’mon. Joke’s over. This isn’t
funny.”
“It wasn’t funny every time you left a
bruise,” Vanity said, flipping back her hair.
“Or when you pulled the trigger,” Shame
added, blushing.
Dennis licked his lips. “Aw, now, that’s
not being fair. I mean, I’m your Pudding
Bear. You can’t do this to me.”
Reason shrugged. “We already have.”
Dennis smiled his high school sophomore
best, the smile of the boy with big dreams,
enamored of his own edgy reputation. “You
know I, I loved you, love you. I meant I love
you. You know that.” His right eye began to
twitch.
“Nine millimeter love, the bestest kind,”
Anger said in a razor-edged sing-song.
“You know how it’s been lately, huh?
Sure, sometimes I lose my temper, but I always make it up to you. Bring you flowers.
Cadbury bars.” Dennis’s twitch developed a
twitch. “What about all the good times?”
“What about the new skirt?” Cynicism
said.
“Fuck you.” Dennis flushed and the smile
shattered. “Who do you think you are, huh?”
“Not Dona.” Reason looked him in the
eye. “She’s dead.”
“Dead,” the fragments said in whispers.
“Murdered,” said Calm.
“Murdered.” The word reflected bloody
and sharp across their faces.
“But you couldn’t kill us,” said Love.
“We’re all that’s left,” said Compassion.
Anger cracked her knuckles. “And now
it’s our turn.”
The sound stripped the flush from Dennis’s cheeks. He shrank back in the chair.
“Hey... c’mon. What’s all this, huh? I didn’t
mean it, ‘kay? Please.” He searched the
throng. “Dona, babe, I didn’t mean it. I’m
sorry and all. See? Lemme go.”
Love stepped towards him; Pride pulled
her back. Guilt flicked the inside of her own
wrist with the flagellum.
“It was an accident. Dona? Which of you
is—don’t you look at me like that. I said
don’t look at me like that. It was an accident,
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you stupid, ugly bitches!”
“Ooh, that’s original.” Cynicism gave a
golf clap and blew him a kiss.
The color came rushing back, his tone as
florid as his face. “Fuck you. You let me
outta here an’ I’ll show you original. I’ll kill
every one of you all over again. You hear
me, you dumb cunts? I already showed you
once. You still don’t listen!”
Dona’s husband hated and feared and
thrashed. The remnants of Dona Myers
looked on. “Finished?” Reason said when he
finally sagged exhausted in the chair.
He looked up at her with rheumy eyes. “I
hate you.”
“Likewise,” came from across the room.
“Let’s get everything together.” Reason
turned away from him. “We’re finished
here.”
Annoyance went into the bedroom and
returned with a faded denim backpack and
Dona’s scuffed hard-side Samsonite suitcase,
a gift from her mother for being the first girl
in the family to graduate high school. The
others moved about the living room, tidying
up under Reason’s watchful gaze.
Dennis craned his head to watch. “What?
Wha’s’goin on?”
“We’re leaving,” Reason said, taking the
backpack and setting it beside the front door.
Dennis scowled and squinted; a tremor
snuck into his voice. “Leaving?”
Reason nodded. “That’s right.”
The flagellum tapped a nervous rhythm
against Guilt’s leg. “I didn’t mean for it to
end like this.”
Annoyance traded the flagellum for a bag
of pork rinds. “Throw this away and shut up
already, will you?”
“Um... I don’t understand. Leaving?”
Love faced him, Compassion behind and
to her left, Pride behind and to her right. Together they kept Love strong. “Leaving,” she
said evenly. “It’s something Dona never had
the courage to do.”
Dennis licked his lips. “But you can’t
leave.”
“Gee-Ee-Dee-nius strikes again,” Cynicism said as she helped Pity coax Crazy up
the final steps from the basement.
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Love reached back for Pride’s hand.
“Yes. Leaving. Dona wasn’t strong enough
to leave you, so we’re doing it for her.” She
took a deep breath. “You were verbally and
physically abusive. You said she was too
stupid and ugly for anyone else to love, and
she believed you because she thought you
still loved her, and didn’t have anywhere
else to go. You wanted her home all the
time, so she made excuses until her friends
stopped calling. Even her mother stopped
calling. And in the end...” She pressed her
lips together, swallowed. “...in the end, all
she wanted was a new skirt, and you hated
yourself too much to allow her to be happy.
So you killed her.”
Dennis flinched. “I said it was—”
“No, it wasn’t.” The answer was flat and
precise from every woman in the room.
Dennis struggled to look anywhere the
women weren’t. He settled on a spot between his knees and belt. “Okay. Okay, so
after all this, you gonna, uh, gonna... kill
me?”
Anger opened her mouth to answer. Reason handed her the suitcase and lead her out
the door.
“No,” Love said once the door closed.
“We’re not going to kill you. This isn’t about
revenge. It could be, but it’s not. We’re bet-

ter than that. Better than you. The keys for
the cuffs are in the junk drawer. There’s egg
salad in the fridge.” Compassion took Love’s
other hand. “I made it just the way you like
it.”
“You can’t leave. You can’t leave me. I
love you, babe, you know I do.” Dennis tried
to stand on his own two feet and failed. “I
don’t like bein’ alone, you know that. Right?
What am I supposed to do? Huh?”
“We’ll give you an hour before calling
the police,” Calm said as she opened the
front door. By ones and twos all that remained of Dona Myers walked out, leaving
Dennis behind. “That should give you
enough time to decide.”
“Don’t go. Hey. Hey!” Dennis rattled his
chains. “Don’t leave me! You gawddamn...
You... Hey! I’m talkin’ to you!”
Love paused at the door and looked over
her shoulder, Compassion and Pride in hand.
“Sometimes loving someone means doing
what’s best for them and yourself. Goodbye, Dennis.”
Three stepped over the threshold. Folded
into the others, paper dolls coming together,
the strength of the many lending to the one.
One woman who closed the door behind her.
Dona Myers didn’t live there anymore.
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Silent Song
Wendy Palmer
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The dark months came and with them
the strangers.
Kem was out tweaking the power settings for the jatropha greenhouses when the
sleds rolled in; at least three, to her ear, and
judging by the excited shout from her
daughter Mey echoing through the valley
in the twilight. Kem wiped her hands,
grimacing—the girl should know better
than to raise her voice upslope and risk
avalanche—and went on down the hill to
see what the fuss was about.
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There were five sleds in all, pulled by
nine-dog teams, and that had to be every
dog in Fell, and the black and white loads
must be heavy. Disoriented, Kem thought
Old Man Het had towed up snow-covered
rocks from the lava field out by the geothermal plant, before one rock shifted,
shifting too her perspective.
She was looking at sleek black heads
and white wings, she realised. Het came off
the lead sled and towards her, holding out
his hand. She took it. ‘Del,’ they greeted

each other.
‘They speak Itic?’ Kem added, quietly,
turning her back to the sleds, in case they
did.
‘Neh,’ said Het. ‘Got Common from some
programme in their ear, but not Itic.’
‘Good. I not taking any, Het.’ She felt the
familiar shame rising in her, that she spoke
the old language so poorly, and it made her
words harsher than she had intended.
‘Kem—’
‘Neh. What good their cure to me, then,
old man? What good FTL when we got no
space port? What good any their gifts do any
us?’
‘All communities take their share, Kem.
All of us take our share. You’ll want the extra hands come summer.’
‘Last summer, poor harvest. Not wanting
the extra mouths, Het.’
Het grinned and gestured back at the
sleds. He was sweating lightly despite the
artic wind. ‘Earth Central give food too.’
‘Earth Central learn give consult first. Let
warm, well-fed states—’
Het, still smiling, said, ‘You not take
them, Kem, who takes them? Fell been given
its allocation. We not asked, fine. It not the
way we do things, fine. It make things hard,
fine. But we force other towns take them? Or
you just force Widow Dos take yours?’
The canny old man had her measure, and
never mind she was just as much a widow as
Dos. She gestured, he turned and gestured,
and one of the black and white shapes unfolded itself off a sled. It turned, lifted down
a smaller shape, and they came towards her.
Kem watched them through eyes as slitted as
if she glared into the teeth-aching wind that
came off the high slopes.
Both kept those flimsy-looking white
wings wrapped close around their bodies,
crumpled into a thousand folds. Kem had
expected feathers, given the Grid media and
the old myths, but the wings were not like
bird wings, and did not resemble any living
wing she had seen. Rather, they looked like
some artificial material, a polymer or synthetic, like the creased and shiny material
she saw Central using for the space ships
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when the weather was clear enough to get
picture along with sound down the Grid
Link.
One, its smooth black-furred head peeking out the top of the enveloping wings—
they did not look warming for all their
folded bulk—was taller than the other,
though still a few heads shorter than Kem.
Was the height difference between the two
due to sex or age, she wondered. Aside from
the size, the golden faces they turned to her
were identical to her eye. Bipedal and bifocal, and at least it was wings, not tentacles.
The taller paused and inclined its head to
her. ‘This is Kem.’ Het spoke loudly and
slowly in Common. ‘You will meet her family later.’
It stared unblinkingly over Het’s head
while clicks came from the vicinity of its
ears. Then it stirred and nodded. ‘I am
pleased to make your acquaintance, Madam
Kem. I may be addressed as Andreos. I am a
male of my species. The small one may be
called Merios, and is a female child of my
species.’ Its Common rolled from its mouth
clipped and neat like the tended gardens
she’d seen in the bigger cities.
Het was already making his escape, while
his two surviving sons, with quick waves to
Kem, unloaded a single canvas bag, and two
wooden boxes stamped EC. Kem eyed those
off; the food was welcome enough, but the
wood of the boxes might even count as more
valuable right now. With a riot of shouting
and barking, the sleds with their mushers
pulled off, heading down the valley towards
Widow Dos’s stead.
‘Bring your—’ Would the translator in his
ear get stuff? How tuned to slang was it? Not
very, judging by the speech he’d smacked
her in the face with. ‘Items of luggage,’ she
tried. ‘I will show you your room, and the
rest of the farm.’
By now Mey had got the cow back into
the byre and come pelting around the side of
the turf huts. At least Jeb was off fixing
fences; it was his words she’d regurgitated to
Het and he’d be not so pleased to meet the
new arrivals when he got back.
‘This is Mey Kemdoter,’ Kem said.
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Once Mey might have paused and returned the shy look of the little alien with an
overawed curiosity of her own. But since last
winter, it was as if she had deliberately expanded herself to fill the space left by her
twin sister and father, and the rest of the
empty beds of the farm too. She launched off
into a flurry of words, probably far too fast
for the translator to catch.
The aliens were not paying attention anyway; behind Mey had come one of the farm
dogs, and they both skittered away from it,
their wings stiffening out so that they looked
twice as big as they had.
Kem sent the dog off with a sharp word
and raised her hands to the aliens to soothe
them. They were both shivering, though
from fear or cold she could not tell. Slowly
their wings smoothed down.
She pointed down to their luggage, the
single paltry bag of their personal belongings
and the two big boxes of food. Andreos
hoisted one box under each arm, holding
them there with layers of his swathing
wings, and the little one slung the bag across
her shoulder. They were strong then, or Central was messing about more than they already had, and had sent half-empty boxes.
‘Please be kind enough to inform as to the
timing of sunrise, please, madam,’ said Andreos.
‘You don’t have to call me that,’ Kem
said. ‘Sunrise is about two months off.’
Andreos blinked and tapped his ear. ‘My
translation is not working in a correct manner. Does it not intend to tell me the unit of
time hours?’
‘No, months. We are far north here, Andreos. We’ll not see more of the day than
this for the next two months.’ Kem waved a
hand to indicate the soft twilight. ‘And even
then, she’ll be just taking a peek over the
horizon for another few months. I take it you
didn’t have much time to learn about your
new home.’
She could not read the expression on his
face but his hands had tightened about the
girl. ‘This is not an appropriate environment
for us. We are of necessity requiring the solar light.’
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‘Plenty of that in summer.’ Ushering Mey
ahead of her, she led the two newcomers to
the door into the central covered passageway
joining all the turf huts together. ‘Mey will
show you to your room.’
Andreos did not appear to be listening. He
stood with Merios just outside the passageway, peering into the dimness and shivering.
Their whole bodies recoiled from the entrance as if a bad smell streamed out, and
maybe to their nose, it did. But to human
noses, the cool air kept odours at bay, and
their reaction rankled at her.
‘This is not a lifestyle that is suitable to
our survival needs,’ Andreos said. ‘We have
strict requirements of air and light and
warmth.’
Kem took off her woollen cap and rubbed
at her hair. The blond spikes were growing
out from when she’d sheared it off last winter. ‘You’ll have to adjust, then, won’t you?
Just like the rest of us.’
Mey was gripping her own blonde braids;
it had been a fierce argument to make her
keep them instead of cutting them off as
Kem had done to her own hair. ‘Why don’t
you come with me, I’ll show you your beds,’
she said. Her voice held that desperate note
that had woven its way in since last winter.
‘The guestroom, Mey,’ Kem said.
Mey straightened and looked at Kem with
wide eyes. ‘The—?’
‘Awa, that’s what I said.’
Still looking troubled, Mey took the
alien’s girl’s hand. ‘Yes, Mother. Come
down here, you two.’
‘And get them some caps or something,
would you?’ Kem added. ‘They think it’s
cold.’
She stepped back outside, settling her
own cap back over her ears. The Grid was
predicting a storm for the coming true night,
and she wanted to check the struts of the
outer sheds before it hit. Before she was
halfway across the yard, however, Mey was
at the door, shouting for her. She ran back.
‘Jeb,’ said Mey, as if the farmhand’s
name was a curse. ‘He came back unexpected.’ No doubt he’d seen the sleds come
in just like she had. ‘I was explaining why
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we don’t heat the huts and in he comes
through the side door and announces that if
they’re so cold they can go sleep with the
other animals in the warmth of their own
farts—and now they’re hiding in the guestroom and I can’t get them to come out.’
Kem sighed. ‘You go put water on to heat
and rustle out the old woollens. Where’s
Jeb?’
‘At his bunk.’
Kem followed her daughter down the passageway. Mey turned off into the kitchen to
start the water heating. On the other side of
the passageway was the hut they used as a
dairy; earlier that day, Mey had put on a
batch of skyr, a yoghurt-like dessert, for
Jeb’s birthday. Kem went on past the two
food storage rooms and to the end of the passageway. To her left was the south door,
which let out on to the well and the barn
where all the animals saw out winter. To her
right, the guestroom, the doorway blocked
off with a material which looked much like
the wings of the arrivals. Directly in front,
the door to the sleeping quarters was shut.
It was the only internal door within the
winter-worthy complex of turf huts joined by
the covered-over passageway, serving to
keep out the cold draft from the front door.
Kem opened it without knocking and turned
immediately to the bunk to the left.
As if he’d been waiting for her, Jeb burst
out, ‘Well, who d’they think they are, coming here, complaining about us? Can’t take a
joke?’
His blond hair was flat to his head as if
he’d been sweating, and his face was unshaven. His sullenness, as usual, both infected and exasperated her.
‘They’re guests,’ she said, and switched
to Itic. ‘We hospitable people. We hold that
reputation. You want they tell stories otherwise?’
‘They not guests,’ said Jeb. ‘Guests are
invited. These things been forced on us.’
‘Forced on every household in Central
Union.’ Kem lowered her voice. ‘I think
same, too, Jeb. But they here. They here till
Central works out best way deal with planet
worth of refugees. So we be hospitable. Get
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back to fences.’
Jeb went, muttering, out the south door,
and Kem faced the white curtain on the
guestroom. Mey hurried past into the quarters, presumably to pull the woollens out of
storage.
Kem suppressed a shudder. She didn’t
want to see those aliens wearing her husband’s old clothes. Stifling her revulsion, she
put out her hand to push the curtain aside.
She stopped as she heard a lilting refrain
from the room beyond. It sounded like the
folksongs of her childhood; it sounded like
her grandfather singing a lullaby, and it froze
her.
‘Hush, Merios, child of my wife, we must
not converse in the mother language now.
We must practise this one.’
Just as a wave of revulsion had taken her
a moment ago, a wave of pity caught Kem
unawares now. Was it not the same with Itic,
which, by the time they were allowed to
speak it again, had become a shadowlanguage, stilted in those her own age and
beset by dying fluency in the young? Mey
hadn’t had a lesson since last winter. One
day, would Andreos call Merios by her real
name in his own language, and have her
shrug and answer in the human language,
sorry, Dad, don’t understand that old song
anymore.
Kem slid aside the makeshift door they’d
rigged up. The guestroom was perforce bare,
with the bed and single chair on one side of
the room, the table and pair of chairs where
lessons used to take place on the other. Andreos had been sitting on the bed but he rose
as she entered, again taking Merios, perched
on the chair, by the shoulder. Protectiveness,
she had thought it, and now revised her
judgement: support, he taking it from her.
Both mantled their wings, and Kem hesitated, feeling the same double-pulse of her
heart as when the nesting falcons swooped
on them when they walked the lava fields.
Then the alien child lifted her mouth in an
awkward curve, and Kem realised she was
seeing them smile.
‘Mey is bringing you down warmer
clothes.’ She checked. ‘Oh, you’ll have to
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cut holes for your—anyway, the caps and
gloves and socks will help. They’re old but
they’re clean.’ She was blathering worse
than Mey in the face of their impassive waiting, and she made herself stop.
But it was just the lag of the translator.
Andreos moved his lips in the same mimic
of a human smile. ‘We thank you greatly and
with gratitude extend our appreciation of
your generosity particularly in consideration
of the nature of our arrival here.’
Kem rubbed her hand together. His full
knowledge that he was not welcome here,
and his calm acceptance of it, tore a hole in
her conscience. ‘Okay. Look, I know the
huts seem dim and closed-in right now but it
really is the best way to get through winter.
Wood’s scarce here, and the turf keeps us
dry and is a decent insulator.’
‘The child Mey did undertake such explanation, I thank you,’ Andreos said.
Mey came in then, with piles of wool
clothes and blankets. Kem took these and
passed them to Andreos.
‘The power from the geothermal plant
goes to run the desal plants,’ she went on
before he could launch into his gratitude
again. ‘We get a power ration, enough to run
the ovens and the lights and the Link so’s we
can access the Grid, not enough for heating
and we don’t need it anyway. Only fuel is
peat and dried dung, and what wood we can
scavenge.’ Here she nodded at the food
boxes. ‘We only light fires when we want to
smoke up meat. However. However. We do
have an old brazier we can put in here for
you. You’ll have to collect your own fuel
and it’ll make the room smoky but it’ll be
heat and light till you get used to things.
How’s that?’
Andreos had seemed to recognise the inappropriateness of the speech the translator
was feeding him. To her own speech, more
words than she had strung together since last
winter, he answered with a bow and a simple
‘Thank you.’
‘Right. Mey’s going to bring down hot
water for you to wash in. Then you can rug
up. You’ve missed lunch, dinner’s in another
three hours, ask Mey for something to tide
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you over if you need it. Your food there goes
into communal rations. Ignore Jeb, he’s a
fool.’
Kem nodded once more and left them.
When the household gathered that night
to eat, sitting cross-legged on the bunk beds
in the living quarters as was their custom,
Mey went and fetched Andreos and Merios
as well. They had been huddled in the guestroom and seemed to have expected to be fed
separately. Kem wouldn’t have minded such
an arrangement, and Jeb’s scowl said he’d
been hoping for it. But then Jeb had had to
spend his leisure hour before dinner helping
Kem haul out and clean up the brazier,
which had not helped his attitude.
They ate a winter meal of salted meat,
spinach and potatoes. Kem watched their
taloned fingers slice up the meat and thought
again of the way their wings had mantled
like a falcon’s. They weren’t birds, but they
were predators, for sure.
Mey, beaming with pride, presented the
two Yulians with bowls of the skyr with
fresh berries and cream; Jeb scowled to see
his birthday treat given blithely away. Kem
noticed the aliens exchanging glances before
a ripple ran through the draped wings crumpled over Andreos’s shoulders and they accepted the bowls, eating slowly and without
enthusiasm.
Mey affected not to notice this, and as
soon as she had finished helping clear away,
she took Merios by the hand and led her into
her old room, curtained off to one side of the
long low living quarters. Since last winter
she’d shared Kem’s room at the other end of
the quarters. But now she wanted to play,
and her old games and toys were still there in
her old room. Their voices floated from the
other side of the screen.
‘My da and sis went from the flu, where’s
your ma?’
‘Gone in the floods,’ came Merios’s clear
piping answer.
Andreos cleared his throat. ‘I am of the
understanding that your people have suffered
a widespread population reversal.’ Jeb spat,
a dry ugly sound. Andreos touched his ear.
‘The translator is not apt. We are still learn40

ing better communications. I am wanting to
say I am sorry for your loss. I am wanting to
say I am sorry the cure my people gave to
your people came too late for you. I am
wanting to say I am sorry our planet was destroyed earlier than we had forecast and that
we made your government take us in before
the agreed date, before they had prepared the
forests they had promised us. I am wanting
to say we do not belong in the guestroom.
We know what guest is and it is not what we
are. We are here to work for you. We are not
of a mind to be a burden here.’
Kem had picked up her knitting. She sat
on one of the bunks on the far side of the
room, where in summer wide windows let in
the light. Now they were curtained against
the stark wash of winter stars and she
worked by dim electric lighting. ‘Your little
girl can learn to knit and spin, Mey can teach
her. And Jeb could always use help with
rope-making and other winter tasks.’
‘Mey said they’re scared of animals, what
use are they?’ Jeb muttered.
Kem thought, predators. Their reaction to
the dog hadn’t been fear, but prey-instinct.
She went on. ‘Summer’s the heavy work.
We got the GM jatropha crop, our own harvesting, shearing and lambing, foaling, getting in the hay.’
‘We will complete all that is asked of us
to our best degree, until the lack of light—’
He stopped.
‘Get the Link on, Jeb,’ Kem said, heading
off another sullen jibe from him. ‘See if we
can get on the Grid, check the news.’
Jeb shuffled over and twiddled the settings until he managed both voice and picture. It was only a few minutes before Kem
cleared her throat and said, ‘Turn the damn
thing off, then, Jeb.’
In the warm states, rioting. Yulians pulled
from their new homes and clubbed to death.
Females raped with their wings torn asunder.
Houses burnt and food stolen and bitter accusations on both sides. Kem rubbed at her
lips, feeling their dry rasp as she tried not to
look at the others.
In the wake of the silence that ebbed into
the room, as thick and heavy as the ugly
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voices it replaced, Jeb said suddenly, ‘Why
shouldn’t we do same?’
At least he’d switched to Itic. Kem made
a sharp cutting off gesture at him. Andreos
had turned a strange shade of yellow. ‘It not
our way,’ she told Jeb.
‘We grow jatropha to make biofuel for
them. We ration our own power to run desal
plants to send them fresh water. And they
send us back things they can’t stomach
themselves. We owe them nothing, we owe
this thing nothing.’
The raised voices had brought Mey back
into the communal room. ‘Stop it,’ she said.
Her Itic was less well-formed than theirs—it
had degraded since the lessons stopped last
winter—but it came across clearly enough.
‘You think they not understand? They not
stupid.’
Andreos leant forward and vomited violently between his feet. Kem started to her
feet, feeling the alarm of the other two humans as they stared at her and at Andreos.
‘I am wanting say I am sorry we are not
tolerant of lactose,’ said Andreos, his head
still between his knees. The sound of retching came from the children’s room.
‘Oh, the skyr,’ Mey cried, her cheeks
burning. ‘Why didn’t you just say—’ She
hurried off down the passage, returning with
bowls, water and clothes. She made a muddle of caring for the still-ill Andreos while
trying to clean up the mess.
Kem sat with her hands over her mouth,
torn between laughing and weeping. On their
wedding night, poor Deg had thrown up after
drinking too much krel, and hadn’t he worn
that same dogged expression that Andreos
hid under one wing now? And then hadn’t
the whole room reeked of vomit last year as
one by one they all got sick, and only three
of them recovered?
She’d not had aliens forced on her. She’d
taken people into her home. She got up. ‘Jeb,
help Mey put Merios to bed. Not in the
guestroom, in the children’s room. I’ll get
Andreos to bed.’
She pushed the Yulian back on the bunk
he was already sitting on. He’d been neat in
making his mess, and not besoiled himself or
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the bedding. She tucked him in, muttering
the traditional prayer as she did. He blinked
at her as if he couldn’t quite see her.
‘There’s a bucket by the bed. You’ll feel
better in the morning, and you can tell us
what you can and can’t eat then, okay?’
He was asleep before Mey came back.
The two of them silently cleaned up, and
even Jeb lent a hand so that Kem could send
Mey to bed. When they were done, Kem
checked the children and found them sleeping cuddled together. She took the bucket
and rags outside to keep the smell away.
The wind was rising; the storm was on its
way. She pulled her coat closer about herself
and went back inside. Preparing for bed, she
was much easier in her mind than she had
been earlier today. She thought the new arrivals might work out. Yes, they might indeed
work out fine, and they would find their light
for them somewhere.
It was still true night when an outcry in
the outer room woke her. She leapt up and
thrust the curtain aside. The lights were out
from the storm, and Mey had lit the oil lamp,
which she now held high, her face darkened.
The little alien Merios lay on the floor, singing to herself, and Andreos crouched over
her, half-holding her. Jeb was collapsed back
on his bunk, holding his hand to his cheek.
‘She was looking under the pillow, wasn’t
she?’ he shouted as soon as Kem’s eyes
came to him.
‘She explains that her stomach was hurting and she wished an additional cushion to
hold against it,’ said Andreos, running his
seven-fingered hand over the fur on the girl’s
head.
Kem crouched by the two aliens. ‘We
keep our personal belongings under our pillows. It’s not right to look under them. It was
his brother’s pillow and he misunderstood. It
will be well.’
At that, Merios let out a piercing wail and
sang out an additional woe. Andreos looked
past Kem at Jeb. His dark eyes were welling.
‘All will not be well.’ He pointed at Jeb.
Kem, feeling her heart constricting,
looked too. Jeb lowered his hand, showing
her the slash down his cheek. How could she
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have missed the spray of blood down his
shirt and across his blankets?
‘I’ll get the sewing kit,’ Mey said breathlessly, and set the lamp to swinging as she
dashed across the room to the cabinet where
such supplies were stored.
In the chancy light, Kem watched Andreos. He, still cradling the girl, stretched out
one of her wings to show her the edge, silvery like an old-fashioned razor. ‘The wound
was delivered by the edge of her wing and
therefore has been greatly poisoned. If your
biology is as I surmise, he will likely die of
it.’
Mey dropped the lamp; she hastily
stamped the flames out. In the dim coolness
of the sleeping quarters, she looked only at
Kem. Her eyes, her whole body, drooped as
they had last winter. Andreos and Merios
looked at Kem too.
‘Mey, get out the kit, water and cloths,’
Kem snapped. ‘Jeb, sit down, put your hand
back over the cut.’ She sat on the bed next to
him, putting her hand on his shoulder to
calm him. Only then did she look at the
Yulians. ‘There must be a way to treat the
poison, surely.’
The cluster of wings rippled. ‘It is possible,’ he translated eventually. ‘I am not in
possession of such knowledge.’
‘Who is?’
‘The oldest of those who came also to
Fell, Yelios. But I am not in possession of
the knowledge of which farm she was assigned to.’
‘Widow Dos,’ Kem decided. ‘Het’ll have
given her the oldest, or if he didn’t, she’ll
know where everyone was lodged by now.’
But the Link was down and Kem could
raise no one at all. She looked over at Jeb,
who lay quiet and still, except for the one
hand held against his cheek, which twitched
as if an insect crawled across the skin.
‘How long does he have?’
Andreos rippled his wings. ‘I know not.
Not the night.’
‘We have to go down to the widow.’ She
listened—the wind howled outside, to go
into it was to risk death herself.
‘Show me the way and I will go,’ An-
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dreos said.
‘We’ll both go,’ Kem said.
They piled up the woollens, gloves, hats,
socks, and layers and layers of coats, hastily
cut for Andreos. Then they headed out into
the storm with one lamp each. There was no
snow falling now, just the high wind, but
Kem took Andreos the couple of steps
through the fresh snowfall to the first cairn.
She brushed snow from the top. The wind
had already frozen her through her layers,
and she wondered how the alien fared.
‘Don’t try to find the road with your eyes,
it’s deceptive. Follow the cairns, go from
one cairn to the next. If you can’t see the
next cairn, feel the top of the one you’re at.’
She positioned his hands. ‘See, the long narrow stone on top points the way. The
rounded end heads back up the valley to our
farm, the pointed end goes towards the
widow, she’s seventh along and keeps the
old traditions—she’ll have a light out for
travellers. But don’t leave my side.’
He left her side.
He left in a sudden unfurling of his wings;
they stiffened out to each side like a glider,
their length many times his own height, and
he caught the wind and shot straight upwards. For a moment, he hovered over her
and she thought again of mantling wings and
talons.
Then he was gone, following the cairns,
angling through the high wind as powerful as
the great albatross of old, that she had seen
footage of in her youth. She could not hope

to catch him, and saw the folly of the
chase—either he had understood and would
follow the cairns, or he would be lost and
they’d stumble over what was left of him
come summer. But she could not go back
inside. She stood by the cairn, holding up her
lamp until her arm ached, a flea of gold in
the expanse of white that was the Fell valley
tonight.
While she waited, the aurora started, the
silent song, composing itself against the horizon. She watched it, knowing she had tears
freezing on her skin, and saw Andreos coming back. The light of the aurora rippled
across the white wings like a solar reflector
and flushed his whole face to triumph.
Throughout the valley, the aurora doubled
and trebled until the light flooded her—the
rest of the Yulians had taken to the air to
bathe their wings in the solar light. There
were so many of them, and they were beautiful.
Andreos landed but kept his wings out so
that the light of her lamp was drowned out
by the aurora drunk down by the wings. ‘I
know now all that Yelios knows of remedies,’ he said. All about him was the glow.
He held his wings in the mantle that meant
smiling. ‘We have the light we need. All is
well.’ His golden face, under its flush,
looked grey-tinted and bitten by the icy
wind.
‘All is well,’ Kem echoed. She let the
lamp drop into the snow.
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tries still have problems—which is to say that society has a problem, because
feminism is as important for men as it is for women. In every country there is a
salary gap between both average and top-ranked male and female pay; in many
countries women's reproductive freedom is curtailed, or their careers suffer as a
result of unequal treatment of parents; there is the grotesque and dangerous
rape culture [2] perpetuated by advising women not to dress provocatively, get
drunk or go out at night; the sexual objectification of women in high-street
porn [3] or the geek's wet dream that is the artifically intelligent sex-bot—how
sad that perhaps the first “intelligent” humanoid robot will be an animatronic
prostitute funded by the porn industry. [4] At least it's not a military bot designed to kill people, I suppose.
We're not going to solve these problems with feminist science fiction, but
we can do our bit to remind people that equal rights for the sexes are important
for all of us. The stories in this issue address topics such as domestic violence,
discrimination and repression, social inequality, the tyranny of beauty, broken
families—all of course within the context of elegantly written and intelligently
speculative science fiction and fantasy. Many thanks to all our authors and artists this month for making this an outstanding issue.

[1] Isabel Allende’s ted Talk, <http://www.ted.com/talks/
isabel_allende_tells_tales_of_passion.html>
[2] On the rape culture, see <http://genderacrossborders.com/2010/01/07/
ending-rape/>
[3] On the acceptable face of modern porn, see e.g.
<http://100yrswomensday.blogspot.com/2009/08/feminism-is-notdead.html>
[4] On the Roxxxy sex-bot, see <http://abcnews.go.com/Technology/CES/
high-tech-sex-porn-flirts-cutting-edge/story?id=9511040>
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